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Abstract
As Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices become pervasive in our everyday lives
many opportunities arise to provide added-value services and convenience to
society. In order to achieve that, devices must collaborate together to obtain
a better understanding of their surroundings and seamlessly act as if they
were all part of a single system. For instance, a gym surveillance camera
could provide your fitness tracker with enhanced running analytics, and the
treadmill could automatically stream audio updates to your headphones as
you run. However, for that to happen they would need to identify you and
the devices you carry, so you do not receive updates from somebody else.
Numerous potential applications, such as passive device pairing, autonomous
retail stores or automatic access control, rely on object identification.
Existing methods, such as user input (e.g. QR code) or data-driven (e.g. fingerprint) approaches, can be used to assist this identification process through
context-aware sensing, but often require user active intent or pre-calibration,
both of which become infeasible for the expected average number of devices.
Moreover, the wide range of sensing modalities present in the IoT ecosystem
(vision, acceleration, vibration, weight...) further hinders the accurate identification of objects. Therefore, with the increase in device density and the
growing diversity of their sensing and computational capabilities, it becomes
increasingly important to automate this collaborative multi-modal information
aggregation process.
This thesis explores the collaborative multi-modal object identification
problem. It presents a generic framework to tackle this problem and introduces
a methodology where physical knowledge is utilized across different stages
of the information acquisition process. Through common observation and
analysis of objects’ motion, shared feature extraction, collaborative multi-modal
feature fusion and data quality improvement feedback loops are presented as
ways to enhance object identification performance. As a result, this approach
significantly reduces the amount of training data required while achieving high
identification accuracy, even in fully passive and unconstrained environments.
The methodology is demonstrated by focusing on vision and kinematic sensing
v

based collaborative identification, given that those two are among the most
prevalent sensing categories in the IoT domain. To pair wearable devices, our
motion matching approach achieves up to .% identification accuracy even
when a user wears  different devices simultaneously on different parts of their
body. For autonomous retail stores, we correctly predicted what items were
taken by customers .% of the time over nearly  shopping events. For
drone identification in a swarm where all drones look identical, we achieve a
x improvement in identification time (s for  drones) and x improvement
in survival rate (% did not crash).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Interconnected cyber-physical systems, often referred to as Internet-of-Things (IoT), play
a huge role in society. Based on current growth, it is expected that there will be  to
 billion devices by  []. Given their pervasiveness and variety of data collected,
interconnecting these devices offers great potential for a wide range of useful services [],
such as smart-building security, elderly monitoring or autonomous retail stores to name a
few. However, in order to provide value from raw sensor data it is crucial to first analyze
and understand it. Generally, sensing limitations (e.g., line of sight constraints, sensor noise,
lack of calibration...) make it hard for a single sensing modality to understand everything
going on in the environment, and devices have to collaborate in order to gain a better
understanding of their surroundings.
This raises the collaborative object identification problem: in order to combine the
information about an object sensed from two or more devices, they need to determine
whether the events they sensed come from the same source. Typically, this is performed by
measuring the agreement or similarity between features extracted from the sensed signals.
While such comparison is straightforward when all devices observe the same sensing
modality, it remains a challenge to measure the similarity between signals in different
modalities –physical magnitudes–, such as comparing the vibration of the floor induced
by a person’s footstep with video from a surveillance camera, or the weight change on a
shelf after someone picks an item in a store and the appearance of the item from the CCTV
camera. Therefore, modeling and utilizing physical properties of objects to enable their
identification through different sensing modalities is extremely important, as it unlocks
many high-level applications.


Many approaches have been proposed to address this inter-device ID association, which
can be broadly categorized along two orthogonal axes: intent (active vs passive) and modality
(single-modal vs multi-modal). Based on intent, identification schemes can be considered
active or passive. Active approaches require the target to perform specific action(s) for the
sole purpose of identification. For instance, pairing bluetooth devices often asks the user
to enter a unique code on both devices, so that they can identify the other device by their
radio address. Though active approaches offer very high accuracy and fast identification
time, the huge number of devices and the lack of I/O interfaces in many small IoT devices
make active ID association techniques impractical for many real-world use cases. On the
other hand, passive approaches tradeoff speed and accuracy of identification in exchange
for the lack of explicit action(s) from the target, making them considerably more pervasive,
such as for security or monitoring applications.
Based on modality, identification schemes can be considered single-modal or multimodal. Single-modal techniques extract features on the same domain or sensing modality
(e.g., vision, acceleration, vibration...) and apply simple signal similarity or matching to
determine whether they sensed the same object. This yields high accuracy results but
limits the applicability in the real world, where we live surrounded by very diverse types
of sensors. More recently, multi-modal approaches have targeted the more generic case
of identifying the source of events sensed from two or more different sensing modalities.
In this case, it is necessary to model the relationship between all modalities in order to
map each set of features to a common domain in which the similarity can be evaluated.
Common techniques rely on consistently detecting events at similar intervals, which often
takes really long, as events that can be observed by all different modalities may not happen
frequently. Therefore, finding better ways to characterize the physical relationships between
sensing modalities is crucial for enabling a wide range of applications.

1.1

Problem Statement

This thesis focuses on the overall research question of modeling and utilizing physical properties of objects to enable their identification through collaboration of multimodal devices. In this work, I focus on the most common sensing modalities available


Kinematic refers to the features or properties of motion in an object, therefore kinematic sensors are those
that measure displacement or any of its derivatives (velocity, acceleration, rotation speed...). Consequently, the
term kinematic sensors encompasses accelerometers, gyroscopes, geophones, pressure sensors, and the like.



in IoT applications –vision, acceleration, orientation, vibration, weight– and develop a
methodology for modeling how vision and kinematic  sensors observe objects in motion.
For example, when a person moves –e.g. walks– such motions can be sensed by external
cameras as well as on-body wearable devices with inertial sensors (accelerometers or gyroscopes). In that case, person detection, human pose estimation and kinematic equations
can be utilized to characterize the motion of each part of the person’s body through both
the camera feed and the inertial sensor. If the camera can see the limb where the wearable is
worn, their extracted signals will be very similar and they can conclude the wearable device
was identified. On the contrary, another person would move differently and their signals
would not match.
In order to enable pervasive IoT applications through multi-modal device collaboration,
there are three key requirements: ) the scheme needs to support passive identification, that
is, the targets are not required to perform any explicit actions for their identification, as this
would highly affect practicality given the huge number of devices in the environment; )
the identification should be fast (in the order of seconds), since that reflects the average
interaction duration while the target might be simultaneously sensed by the same devices;
) the system provides an accurate output, such that applications like security, monitoring
or autonomous control can be successful.

1.2

Research Questions

There are many challenges involved in achieving successful object identification from multimodal raw sensor data coming from multiple interconnected devices. These challenges
can be grouped based on three high-level steps: shared physical state estimation (common
feature extraction), physical state fusion (feature agreement) and data quality improvement
(feedback mechanism). The following subsections discuss each of these main challenges in
depth and detail the research questions addressed by this thesis.

1.2.1

Multi-Modal Shared Physical Feature Extraction

Multi-modal or heterogeneous sensing implies that devices observe different physical
magnitudes, such as acceleration vs. vision. In order to determine whether some event(s)
sensed by one modality and other event(s) sensed by other modalities were caused by
the same physical object, it is important to extract shared physical features about such


events or activities. Given that kinematic and vision are the most common IoT sensing
modalities [], the main research questions in this aspect focus on the following:
• What are the shared physical features that can be extracted from kinematic and vision

sensors?
• How is it possible to extract shared physical features about objects in motion without

calibration and without enforcing motion constraints?

1.2.2

Multi-Modal Physical Feature Fusion

When the set of sensing modalities and sensing constraints allows it, it is possible to
extract shared physical features from the raw multi-modal data, in which case prior work
handles physical state fusion by measuring signal or feature similarity. However, many
times application requirements or sensor setup does not allow the objects to be identified
to carry sensors, and the physical state has to be estimated through indirect sensing, where
the physical features extracted may not be on a shared domain (e.g. weight change on a
shelf due to an item pickup in a smart supermarket vs. the item appearance). Successfully
combining such features for object identification involves answering the following research
questions:
• How to model the physical relationship between object features in different domains?
• How to combine partial predictions from each sensing modality into a global ID

association estimate?
• How to account for information unavailability –e.g. due to occlusions or overlapping

features from different objects– when fusing multi-modal physical state features?

1.2.3 Data Quality Improvement
As with any sensing system, the accuracy of any inference on sensor readings is affected by
the ‘quality’ of the input data. In the space of multi-modal collaborative object identification,
there are two main ways to improve the quality of the input data: by accentuating the
differences between each object’s physical state or by improving the physical model used to
extract features about their physical state. Therefore, the research questions related to data
quality improvement are the following:
• How to actuate the targets to increase their feature uniqueness?



• How to actuate targets while imposing ID-related constraints under ID uncertainty?
• How to leverage object identification to improve future feature extraction?

1.3

Contributions

This thesis presents a methodology which uses physical insights to improve the accuracy
for collaborative object identification. Here we provide a summary of the three main
contributions of this thesis.

1.3.1

Improving Multi-Modal Shared Physical Feature Extraction by
Common Object Motion Characterization

Each sensing modality measures a different physical quantity about the environment, which
makes it challenging to determine whether different sensing modalities sensed information
about the same phenomena (e.g. a person walking around). While a system could learn how
relevant events in one modality are perceived by another modality with sufficient data, the
variability and amount of data required to train a robust model makes such approach not
only inefficient but often infeasible. For instance, asking elders in a nursing home to walk
along a corridor numerous times in diverse patterns in order to learn how footstep-induced
floor vibrations relate to visual features is highly impractical. Instead, proper modeling
of how the phenomena is perceived through the different sensing modalities can lead to
successful extraction of shared physical state features, which is crucial for an accurate object
–person in our example– identification.
I tackle the multi-modal shared physical state estimation problem by characterizing the
target’s motion, which can be simultaneously estimated from vision as well as kinematic
(inertial) sensors. Utilizing prior knowledge of what the targets look like, traditional object
detection and tracking techniques can find the position of each target over time from vision.
Then, following kinematic equations, the target’s acceleration can be estimated by taking
the second derivative. Finally, shared physical state features can be extracted from low-pass
filtered versions of the inertial and visual acceleration signals. In our experiments, where
this approach was used to determine whether a new IoT device should pair to an existing
network by shaking it in front of an ambient camera, we achieved a .% F score.
However, such approach is active –requires users to purposefully shake the device– and


depends on certain sensing constraints, such as camera calibration. For the more general
case of passive device identification or pairing, further physical insights can be exploited.
Estimating bone orientation for each pair of joints from the person’s skeleton in a video
allows shared physical state features to be extracted from both vision and inertial sensors,
achieving up to .% identification accuracy with  devices worn on different parts of the
users body.

1.3.2 Improving Multi-Modal Physical Feature Fusion by Modeling
the Multi-Modal Physical Relationships
Similar to the multi-modal shared physical state estimation, physical insights can be crucial
to guide a successful multi-modal physical state fusion. For instance, in an automated store
where there might be hundreds or thousands of different products, the identification search
space can be huge –the number of combinations if multiple items can be simultaneously
picked rapidly explodes. However, exploiting the insight that both vision and pressure
sensors can infer the physical location of a pickup event and utilizing this observation to
guide the multi-modal physical feature fusion, the search space can be dramatically reduced
and successfully identify which item(s) were picked up by the customer.
In our experiments with  human subjects shopping from a total of  items – unique
products– laid out by carefully mimicking a local convenience store’s layout, the proposed
multi-modal physical feature fusion approach obtained an identification accuracy of .%
over the total  shopping events registered. The results show a .× reduction in identification error with respect to single-modal identification based on weight only and a × lower
error with respect to the best documented automated approach (self-checkout).

1.3.3 Improving Data Quality by an Object Identification Feedback
Mechanism
Even with accurate physical models of how the identification targets are perceived by each
sensing modality, overall system performance is certainly bounded by the ‘quality’ of the
input data in a broad sense. Here, quality does not only refer to specific metrics such as
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but also involves the uniqueness in the targets characteristics
and the ability for each modality’s physical model to capture relevant features. For instance,
if properties about the targets motion are utilized for feature extraction but all targets move


in a similar fashion –or don’t move at all–, it might be nearly impossible to determine which
one is which.
In this thesis I introduce an actuation feedback mechanism to speed up the identification
process by requesting each target to move in specific patterns. Such patterns are chosen
based on two principles: ) groups of targets whose features are the most similar should
move as different as possible; and ) even under ID uncertainty –the system isn’t sure who
will execute each instruction–, commands shouldn’t break some safety constraints (e.g. if
targets are drones, they shouldn’t get closer to a wall than a specific threshold). Through
simulation and real-world experiments, this approach showed it can identify  drones
in only s with an average survival rate of %, a × improvement in identification time
compared to the safe baseline and a × improvement in survival rate compared to the fast
baseline.
Furthermore, the sensing modalities can collaborate and learn from each other when
one’s confidence is much higher than another to improve the model quality. For instance,
visual object detection models are generally sensitive to environmental conditions such as
lighting. When a modality’s feature extraction is uncertain, such as when the conditions
at run time are different from those at train time, other sensing modalities can assist and
update the model for a more accurate feature extraction on future events. In this thesis I
explore both directions: kinematic sensors assisting vision to help overcome occlusion or
changing lighting conditions, as well as vision assisting kinematic sensors to automatically
group sets of geophone sensors on the same physical structure.

1.4

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. First, Chapter  provides some background around
the collaborative multi-modal identification space as well as highlights limitations/gaps
in existing approaches. Then, Chapter  describes the proposed methodology and overall
system architecture to tackle the collaborative multi-modal identification problem. Next,
Chapter  focuses on shared physical features that can be extracted from kinematic and
vision sensors. Chapter  demonstrates how to model the physical relationship between
multi-modal features to enable identification even when the extracted features are on
different domains, while Chapter  concentrates on utilizing the output of the identification
system as a feedback to improve the confidence and future feature extraction. Finally,


Chapter  presents the conclusions of this work.



Chapter 2
Background
Interconnected IoT devices need object identification to associate knowledge about events
taking place in their surroundings and act as if they were collectively a single system. While
signal similarity techniques can be employed when the different sensors observe the same
physical magnitude [, , ], solving the multi-modal case is more complex and requires
the system to rely on additional knowledge. There exists a wide range of prior works which
have tackled the multi-modal object identification problem, which can be grouped as:
manual, non-collaborative and collaborative identity (ID) association.
Manual identity association methods do not rely on exchanging multi-modal information, but instead require the user to perform a predefined action to identify a given
object, which includes entering a passkey, holding a button or scanning a QR code, among
others [, , ]. These methods have been extensively used in the past due to their intuitiveness and simplicity. However, as devices get smaller in size and lower in resources,
it is likely that some of them will not be able to have a physical input method or enough
surface for such codes [, ]. But more importantly, as device density grows (e.g. tens
to hundreds of devices in a room), manually identifying an object with every device in
the environment will become infeasible. We therefore need automated ways to solve the
multi-modal object identification problem.
Non-collaborative multi-modal approaches, on the other hand, identify objects by learning a model or a feature mapping between the physical object and each sensing modality
observed. They tend to rely on data-driven learning methods since there are no known
physical relationships between the features extracted from each modality, such as between
face recognition [], voice recognition [], fingerprint recognition [] and footstep


identification []. While these methods have the advantage of not requiring device coordination (i.e. each device can identify the target on their own and then share the final label)
and often achieve high accuracy, they have the big downside of requiring pre-calibration
from the user. Again, as the number and variety of devices rapidly grows in the near future,
this calibration or training step becomes more and more impractical.
Finally, collaborative multi-modal object identification techniques leverage physical
properties relating two or more sensing modalities so that features extracted from different
devices –observing different magnitudes– can be mapped. Common physical knowledge
guided approaches include timing-based [], shared motion observation [, ] or
multi-modal correlation [, ]. Since these methods base their identification solely on a
physical understanding of the environment they require little to no calibration. Their main
limitation is that current solutions are too specific for a pair of sensing modalities and lack
a generic framework which enables ID association through any combination of sensing
modalities (only a few pairs have been studied). In this regard, my work fills that gap by
introducing a generic framework to identify objects or devices through physical knowledge
and proposes mechanisms to achieve higher ID accuracy. Furthermore, it reduces the long
identification times of many existing approaches by () finding better physical relationships
between sensing modalities that allow for faster and more accurate passive ID association,
and () introducing an actuation feedback mechanism to induce the user to take certain
actions when possible.



Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter describes the methodologies applied throughout the works of this thesis. The
overall methodology can be summarized as physics-guided multi-modal sensing, which
consists in leveraging physical knowledge about the underlying interactions between objects
in the environment to guide the fusion of the information extracted from each sensing
modality. To demonstrate this methodology, I focus on the collaborative object identification
problem as a representative example of multi-modal sensing applications that benefit from
physical-guided sensing. The methodology is applied across all stages of the multi-modal
IoT system for object identification: feature extraction, feature fusion, and data quality
improvement through feedback loops. While some details might be specific to collaborative
object identification, the approach and insights gained throughout this thesis can be helpful
for the generic class of problems related to multi-modal sensor fusion.

3.1 ‘Collaborative Object Identification’ Framework
A typical pipeline for many multi-modal sensing applications consists of data acquisition,
feature extraction and classification (feature fusion). That also applies to the collaborative
object identification problem, in which several devices –thus collaborative– equipped with
sensors that measure different physical magnitudes, such as acceleration, position, weight
or appearance, –thus multi-modal– work together to determine what information extracted
from each modality corresponds to the same physical source. For instance, an on-body
accelerometer providing its user with basic running analytics could be enhanced by other
devices in the environment, such as the gym’s security camera or floor vibration sensors.
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Figure 3.1: ‘Collaborative Object Identification’ Framework. Physical knowledge (such as motion
equations, human pose analysis) is used to assist the object identification at every stage: feature
extraction (state estimation), feature fusion (classification) and data quality improvement feedback.



However, such devices can sense multiple people at the same time, and would first have
to figure out who the user is in order to only provide them with their analytics and not
somebody else’s. Figure . reflects the ‘Collaborative Object Identification’ framework
utilized in this thesis to tackle this type of collaborative multi-modal sensing problems. The
following sections give a high-level overview of each framework component and outline
what kind of physical insights are used to assist each stage of the object identification
pipeline.

3.2

Physical Feature Extraction

Object identification can be viewed as a classification problem, and a key step towards
accurate classification results consists in feature extraction. While relevant features can
be learned with enough (labeled) data, it is often impractical for many physical sensing
applications to collect large amounts of training instances. For example, an elderly care
facility can’t expect every senior to walk back and forth a hallway multiple times at different
speeds or with different shoes to learn a person identification model through floor vibration.
In addition, even after collecting and labeling all that data, it’s hard to understand what the
model learned and whether it will generalize well to unseen parameters (e.g. walking with
a cane). Instead, careful modeling of the walking motions based on physical knowledge can
guarantee generalization and greatly reduce the amount of training data required.
In this thesis, I focus the feature extraction stage on physical state estimation through
object motion modeling. The key insight is that, despite different modalities observing
different aspects of the object’s motion (e.g. position vs acceleration vs weight change...),
there is often some overlap which allows to reject incompatible hypotheses and collaboratively identify the target over time. Furthermore, different sensing modalities or motion
constraints lead to different sets of physical characteristics yielding better results than others
based on the scenario. In particular, I propose an acceleration-based shared physical state
estimation from vision and IMU when cameras can estimate depth [] or objects move
perpendicular to the viewing direction [, ], while relying on orientation features for
passive applications where humans can move unconstrained [, , ]. Chapter 
further explains these techniques and the rationale behind how to choose and model a
given set of object physical properties for their identification.



3.3

Collaborative Physical Feature Fusion

After the Physical Feature Extraction module estimates the underlying state of the targets
observed from the different sensing modalities, the Collaborative Physical Feature Fusion
component is responsible for aggregating all of the evidence to collaboratively determine
the identity of the source triggering those features. A successful identification generally
relies on a successful state fusion, which is used as the input to the ID classifier. Similar to
the feature extraction step, while the un-fused features could be directly fed into a classifier
which learns to fuse them, data-driven approaches often generalize worse and require high
amounts of training data. A more efficient fusion can instead be achieved by leveraging the
physical relationship between sensing modalities.
When the sensing modalities and application allow to extract shared features from the
different sensing modalities (e.g. convert all signals to the acceleration domain), understanding the relationship between the devices enables accurate identification through optimal
alignment of frames of reference [, , , , ]. Furthermore, when each modality
extracts features in its own domain (e.g. appearance and weight), physical insights such as
event location can be used to reduce the search space of the collaborative state fusion and
still lead to high accuracy results [, ]. Details on how the methodology is applied to
this stage of the ‘Collaborative Object Identification’ framework are provided in Chapter .

3.4

Data Quality Improvement Feedback

As with any sensing system, the amount of information that can be extracted from the
multi-modal signals is bounded by the quality of the data. There are many ways to measure
data quality depending on the context or application, such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
entropy, bit-error rate, etc. For object identification purposes, the main goal is to achieve a
high final identification accuracy, so quality metrics should relate to the uniqueness of each
target’s state, as that is directly correlated with the classification performance.
There are two main ways to achieve more unique (i.e. distinguishable) target states,
which the Data Quality Improvement Feedback module is responsible for: ) by actuating on
the targets through suggested motion patterns, thus leading to more unique features for each
target []; and ) improving the model used for feature extraction directly (e.g. fine-tune
the appearance model) to extract more useful information for target identification [].
These different object identification feedback approaches are discussed in Chapter .


Chapter 4
Shared Physical Feature Extraction
from Kinematic and Vision Sensing
Similar to other sensing applications, the first step towards object identification is feature
extraction, which consists in mapping the information contained in raw sensor data to some
high-level characteristics often called features. There are of course many ways to determine
which feature space to project these signals to, and this decision is crucial to enable high
accuracy identification under different scenarios. While this feature space can be learned
with enough training data, it is often impractical if not impossible to collect and label
enough instances when deploying many of these collaborative multi-modal applications.
This chapter therefore concentrates on how to utilize physical knowledge about the
targets to extract shared physical features and achieve collaborative multi-modal object
identification under varying sensing scenarios. In particular, I focus on extracting shared
features about the target objects from kinematic and vision sensing modalities by analyzing
their common motion. Depending on the vision capabilities and degrees of freedom of
the motion, accurate identification is achieved through D acceleration feature matching
when depth information is available [] (Section .), D acceleration feature matching
when targets’ motion is constrained to a plane [] (Section .) and D orientation feature
matching when depth is not available and the motion of the targets is completely unconstrained, such as passively observing people with on-body devices [, ] (Section .).
Finally, an overview of existing techniques in this domain is provided in Section ., where
I highlight the limitations of different approaches, and a summary of the conclusions is
presented in Section ..


4.1

Acceleration-based shared physical state estimation
with RGB-D vision

There are multiple properties about an object’s motion that could be used for its identification through different sensing modalities (inertial and vision in this case), such as
their position, velocity, acceleration, angular velocity, and so on. While they are all related
through kinematic equations, some might be numerically more convenient than others.
For instance, obtaining position from accelerometer data involves a double integral where
accumulated error increases exponentially over time. On the contrary, going from position
to acceleration consists in a double derivative, where errors in the measurements are instead
low-pass filtered. Therefore, we first explored the identification performance by extracting
shared physical features in the acceleration domain.
As a motivating scenario, we use the drone identification problem. Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs, commonly referred to as drones) can assist or even replace humans in many
scenarios that are either too dangerous or time consuming, such as emergency response,
or search and rescue. Achieving accurate localization in those scenarios is often very
challenging, and they cannot rely on infrastructure-based localization approaches as the
infrastructure might be damaged or not even exist. While drones can be equipped with
high accuracy sensor fusion payloads, the added cost and computation requirements might

Hi Mothership,
I'm Drone 1, with IP
192.168.0.101

Drone 1?

Drone 1?
Drone 1?
Hmmm, who is Drone 1?
They all look the same!

Figure 4.1: Drone identification problem example: when all drones look identical (e.g. same make
and model), single-modal identification (vision only) fails –even knowing their unique radio IDs
doesn’t help. This information is crucial when using external cameras to improve their localization:
sending position updates to the wrong drone could have terrible consequences.



considerably limit the ubiquity of these solutions in environments where drones are likely
to crash due to obstacles and other hazards like wind or fire. A more interesting solution
consists in a heterogeneous drone swarm architecture, where a small number of drones
–which we call spotters– are equipped with high accuracy sensors and are responsible for
assisting the remaining, low-resource drones –workers– stay localized while they perform
the sensing task. While this solution offers a great tradeoff between cost/resources and
accuracy, it requires to solve the drone identification problem as depicted in Figure .:
when all drones look identical, how can the spotter communicate with the right worker and
send it a position update?
My solution is to tackle the drone identification problem as a collaborative multi-modal
object identification and apply the methodology described in Chapter . In particular, I
extract acceleration features from each drone’s motion, as perceived through their on-board
inertial sensors (IMU) as well as through the spotter’s camera. For obvious reasons, we
named this system IDrone.
This section is divided in three parts: Section .. mathematically formulates the
identification through D acceleration motion matching problem and describes the signal
processing steps required to compare visual and inertial information, as well as the similarity
metric to use for feature fusion; Section .. then presents an iterative Bayesian framework
approach to update the posterior probability of each possible identity combination over
time, thus providing an estimate of the time-variant system confidence in each proposed
ID assignment. Finally, Section .. presents the evaluation results for this technique.

4.1.1

Problem Formulation: Motion Matching

When a drone moves, its on-board IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) as well as an external
camera detect the same motion. Even though these are different sensor modalities, they
observe the same physical reality –the motion of the drone– thus a matching between
each drone and each object in the image is possible. By converting the measurements to a
common state space (-axis acceleration), we can compute a similarity metric for each pair
of IMU- and camera-based signals and guide the solution of the identification problem as
shown in Figure .. It is worth mentioning that in order to be able to match these signals,
they need to be expressed in a common coordinate frame. We transform each signal to the
standard North-East-Down (NED) frame, commonly used in aviation, before comparing
them.


We assume that there are N worker drones the spotter is to identify, and each worker
has a unique device identifier Di (i = , . . . , N or, more compactly, ∶N). We also define each
worker’s true position as xi ∈R and acceleration as ai ∈R . Because the inertial sensors are
on the device itself, we know the mapping of physical IDs i ↔ Di , ∀i ∈ ∶N. Thus, we can
express the relationship between any worker’s inertial sensor readings and their (hidden)
true state as:
aDi = ai + δaD i
∀i ∈ ∶N
(.)
where δaDi is the accelerometer measurement noise.
We also assume that the spotter’s camera detects and tracks M workers, arbitrarily
labeled Ei (i = ∶M). In this case, we do not know the direct mapping between the (visual)
external identity Ei and the hidden state identity j =D j (this Ei ↔ D j mapping is indeed the
solution to the matching problem). However, provided all workers are within the camera’s
field of view and can be detected (i.e. M≥N), we can establish that:
xEi = x j + δxE i

for some j ∈ [, N]

(.)

where δxEi is the measurement noise in estimating the position of each worker on the image,
and is clearly independent of δaD j . For notation simplicity, from now on we will assume

Figure 4.2: Identification through D acceleration motion matching. IDrone projects motion measured by both external camera and on-board inertial sensor into the same state space (acceleration)
to compare and match.



that N = M (all drones are visible in the camera and there are no false positive nor false
negative detections), but we empirically observed the current framework can handle any
N≠M case with similar performance as the one reported in Section ...
In order to compare each xE i with each aD j , best results can be obtained if the signals
are transformed to a common state space. As explained above, we convert position to
acceleration due to the higher noise rejection of derivative filters. In particular, we obtain
good results with a traditional Savitzky-Golay smoothing differentiation filter []. This
filter, also known as least-squares differentiation, is based on the idea of fitting a polynomial
P(t) to a time-window segment of a signal S(t), such that P(t ) ≈ S(t ), where t is the
center of such time-window. Thus, the nth derivative of S(t) could be approximated by
differentiating P(t) n times (which is straightforward from the polynomial coefficients).
We would then have:
S ′′ (t ) ≈ P ′′ (t ) = SGfilt(S(t ), )
(.)
Applying this filter to each xE i we obtain:
aEi = SGfilt(xE i , )

(.)

Combining Equations ., . and .:
aE i ≈ a j + δaE i

for some j ∈ [, N]

(.)

where δaE i is a smoothed function of δx′′E i and therefore still independent of δaD j . Figure .
displays real traces of aD and aE from the same drone in one of our experiments.
Now that both signals are in the same feature space, a distance metric can be used to
assess the likelihood of aD i and aE j having originated from the same ai for some i, j pair. Let
s(⋅ , ⋅) be a score function, and S be an MxN similarity matrix such that s i, j = s(aE i , aD j ).
Based on Equations . and ., the elements in S with the highest score –per row and column–
should correspond, at least over time, to the correct mapping Ei ↔ D j . Mathematically, this
can be expressed by defining the correspondence matrix C MxN ∈{, } such that ∑M
i= c i, j ≤ 
N
and ∑ j= c i, j ≤ . Then, the optimal solution to the motion matching problem is:
M N

C = arg max ∑ ∑ c i, j ⋅ s i, j
C

i= j=
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Figure 4.3: Shared physical state estimation from raw, multi-modal (kinematic and vision) sensor
data. These plots display the position and acceleration in the direction of gravity during s of flight
of a real worker drone. Top: raw IMU acceleration (left) is smoothed with a moving average filter
(l = .s) to obtain aD (right). Bottom: relative position of the worker drone observed from the
spotter’s camera (left) is differentiated into aE using a Savitzky-Golay derivative filter (polynomial
degree: ; window half-size:  points; derivative order: ).

Equation . corresponds to a formulation of the well-studied linear assignment problem,
which can be solved in polynomial time O(max(N, M) ) by the Hungarian assignment
algorithm []. Given that C is a sparse matrix, we can also condense its information and
rewrite it in vector form: let α Mx denote a vector where
α i = j ⇐⇒ c i, j = 

(.)

so that Ei ↔ Dα i , ∀i ∈ ∶M determines the proposed identity assignment solution.
The next important step is to determine which similarity metric to use, since such choice
will have a great impact on the feature fusion performance. In the Signal Processing domain,
perhaps the most common methods to compare two signals are the cosine similarity and the
Pearson correlation coefficient (which is equivalent to the cosine similarity if both signals
are pre-processed by zero-meaning them). While they both are good at capturing the phase
similarity between two time-varying signals, neither is sensitive to the magnitude of the
signals (i.e. s(x, y) = s(x, cy)). This represents a big downside for two main reasons: ()
when there is no motion in a given direction (e.g., moving in a different axis, or hovering),
the true acceleration signal is ai = , thus the camera measures aE j = δaE j and the IMU
reads aDi = δaD i . Since their noises are uncorrelated, amplitude-insensitive metrics such as
the Pearson correlation coefficient would return low similarity, even though both sensors
observed nearly no motion. () If two drones move in the same direction (e.g. up) by
different amounts, amplitude-insensitive metrics would assign the same similarity score to


Distance metric

s(x, y)

Cosine similarity

x⋅y
∑i x i ⋅ y i
√
=√
∥x∥ ⋅ ∥y∥
∑i x i2 ⋅ ∑i y 2i

Pearson correlation

√

Surface similarity

∑i (x i − x̄) ⋅ (y i − ȳ)
√
∑i (x i − x̄)2 ⋅ ∑i (y i − ȳ)2
√
∥x − y∥
∑i (x i − y i )2
√
=√
∥x∥ + ∥y∥
∑i x i2 + ∑i y 2i

Table 4.1: Comparison between common signal similarity metrics and the one proposed to use for
shared physical state feature extraction, which is not only sensitive to phase but also magnitude of
the movement.

both drones, whereas amplitude-sensitive metrics would be able to tell them apart, yielding
a faster identification. For these reasons, we select the Surface similarity parameter [] (a
normalized variation of the Euclidean distance, see Table .) as the similarity metric used
for shared physical state feature extraction.

4.1.2

Iterative Update for Motion Matching

So far we have described the shared features that can be extracted from the common
observation of drones motion, however it is not efficient –nor necessary– to recompute the
score matrix S for the whole length of all signals every time a new measurement comes in.
This subsection therefore derives a Bayesian framework to iteratively update the system’s
belief of each worker’s identity as more data is gathered. The general principle of Bayesian
inference is based on Bayes’ theorem:
P(θ∣A) =

P(A∣θ) P(θ)
P(A)

(.)

where A is the new acceleration data and θ the prior probability, i.e. the initial belief of the
probability distribution of the Ei ↔ D j mapping. The term P(A∣θ), the likelihood, indicates
how well the new data A matches each hypothesis in θ. The term P(A) is a normalization
factor so probabilities add up to one and is simply computed as ∫θ P(A∣θ)P(θ). Finally, after
the new data is processed, the new belief of the probability distribution of θ is expressed
by the posterior term, P(θ∣A). In situations where new data becomes available over time,


Equation . can be sequentially applied to update the posterior probability, using the
posterior at time t −  as the prior at time t. Using superscripts to indicate the time at which
a variable is measured, Equation . therefore becomes:
P(θ t ∣At ) =

P(At ∣Θ) P(θ t− )
P(At )

(.)

t
We define the MxN Bayesian inference parameter matrix as Θt = {θ t , θ t , ⋯, θ M
}, such
t
that θ i represents the belief in the pairwise matching Ei ↔ D j , i.e.

θ it ∶= { P̂(Ei ↔ D j )t }

∀ j ∈ ∶ N

(.)

The data A would be a segment of the past TW seconds of all accelerations (TW being
the window size):
W ∶t
W ∶t
At ∶= { aEt−T
, aDt−T
}
∀i, j
(.)
i
j
Then, we can assume the likelihood of each hypothesis in θ is a function of their similarity
score (defined in Section ..):
W ∶t
W ∶t
P(At ∣θ i, j ) ∶= f(s(aEt−T
, aDt−T
)) = f(sti, j )
i
j

∀i, j

(.)

The function f (s) serves two purposes: on the one hand, it defines how to combine the
score of each of the individual axes of the (tri-dimensional) acceleration measurements;
on the other, it may vary the sensitivity of the system to similarity scores by smoothing
or accentuating their differences. Based on the Central Limit Theorem, one could expect
the distribution of each axis scores given θ i, j to follow a normal distribution with mean
equal to the highest possible score. For this reason, we define f (s) as a multivariate normal
probability density function
f (s) ∶= √


(π) ∣Σ∣

exp (−

(s − µ)Σ− (s − µ)′
)


(.)

where µ =x is the mean and Σx = σS ⋅I is the covariance matrix (non-diagonal elements
are  because the measurements in each axis are independent). Figure . provides an
example of how this procedure can be applied to real data (only gravity axis is shown due
to size constraints) in order to dynamically estimate the belief of a given drone’s identity.
Finally, Equation . can be rewritten to include subscripts and describe the actual iter
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Figure 4.4: IDrone iteratively updates its belief on the true identity of the object E seen by the
camera. Blue shows the vertical acceleration aD j of four different worker drones sensed by their
inertial sensor, while all plots share the same red dashed line indicating the visual acceleration aE i of
an unidentified worker seen from the spotter. Note how IDrone is able to determine the true identity
(first column) and its posterior probability iteratively increases to %. The update rate was TW =s.

ative update process, which is applied to each individual element θ i,t j of the prior/posterior
matrix Θ every time a new segment of acceleration data At is collected:
θ i,t j

=

W
P(At ∣θ i, j ) ⋅ θ i,t−T
j

t−TW

∑k= P(At ∣θ i,k ) ⋅ θ i,k
N

(.)

Last, the updated Θ t can be interpreted as a similarity score and therefore Equation . can
be adapted to account for each iterative update of the Bayesian inference:
M N

C t = arg max ∑ ∑ c i,t j ⋅ θ i,t j
C

(.)

i= j=

where C t is the most likely identity assignment at time t (i.e. c i,t j =  if IDrone believes
Ei ↔ D j , based on the acceleration data seen so far).

4.1.3

Evaluation

To evaluate IDrone’s identification performance we conduct a series of both real and simulation experiments. We first describe our experiment setup, including the evaluation
metrics selected and the different parameters that affect them. Then, we analyze the effect
of different motion patterns and drone densities in the identification time and accuracy.
Additionally, Section .. builds upon these results to show how the proposed motion
actuation algorithm (described in Section .) outperforms the other methods in terms of
identification time as well as survival rate (number of crashes induced by the actuation).


Experiment Setup
We design and conduct a set of real and simulation experiments to evaluate IDrone. Below,
we provide details about the implementation, the metrics used for the evaluation and the
set of parameters we vary in order to understand their effect in IDrone’s performance.

Implementation In order to evaluate the performance of our motion matching framework, we conduct a series of experiments with real drones in one of the campus buildings.
In order to evaluate the scalability and the actuation module –in which baseline methods
would incur in a high number of collisions– we design a simulation tool to carry out the
remainder of the experiments. Since we envision powerful spotter drones, able to hover stably (with a position error in the cm level), and improvements in camera gimbals and video
stabilization techniques can already reduce image vibration quite well, we use a fixed spotter
during our experiments. In a real-world deployment, if conditions did not allow for a good
stabilization, the spotter could briefly land for a few seconds until worker identification was
complete.

Real-world Experiments We implement our system by using open-source CrazyFlie
. drones [] as workers. Each is equipped with the MPU- -axis accelerometer, -axis
gyroscope and -axis magnetometer, as well as an nRF radio chip for communication. The spotter is composed of the nRFLU+ CrazyRadio PA counterpart, an ELPUSBFHDM-L camera (with a . mm focal length and a  degree field of view) and a
MacBook Pro (with . GHz Intel Core i processor) running Python.
The camera is calibrated using the standard method described in prior work []. Since
it does not move during each experiment, we use a chessboard pattern on the floor to set the
origin of our global coordinate frame and estimate the spotter’s camera extrinsics (rotation
and translation with respect to such coordinate frame) []. To obtain depth information,
for simplicity, we attach a color marker of known dimensions (a mm orange ping pong
ball) and use color thresholding to detect a worker. Using the intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters previously computed and the diameter of the ball in pixels, we compute the
actual position in all  dimensions for each frame. Table . displays all fixed parameters
used in our experimental setup.


Figure 4.5: Experiment setup for our real experimentation. In order to avoid crashes testing different
system parameters, we fly one drone at a time and later feed them into the system as if all of them
were flying simultaneously.



Parameter
Value
Camera frame rate
30 fps
IMU sampling frequency
100 Hz
Bayesian Framework window size, TW
1s
Worker maximum speed, v max
1 m/s
Duration of safety-based actuation
5⋅TW s
Savitzky-Golay filter, polynomial degree
2
Savitzky-Golay filter, window half-size
11 pts
Table 4.2: Fixed experiment parameters

Parameter
Value
IMU noise
N (µ =0; σ 2 =0.252 ) m/s2
Camera noise
N (µ =0; σ 2 =0.052 ) m
Brownian motion N (µ =0; σ 2 =0.052 ) m/s2
Table 4.3: Fixed experiment parameters (simulation)

Simulation We implement a simulator in Matlab which recreates all key aspects about
drone motion (motion dynamics, sensor noise), as well as our matching and actuation
pipeline. We model all the parameters according to the real experimental platform described
in the previous subsubsection and summarized in Table .. In addition, the simulator
introduces the fixed parameters listed in Table ..
Evaluation Metrics We select three metrics to evaluate the performance of IDrone from
different perspectives: ) identification accuracy, which measures how well can IDrone
figure out the true identity of each worker drone seen in the spotter’s camera image; )
identification time, which measures how quickly can it reach a given level of confidence in
the identities of all the drones.
For every TW interval, IDrone produces a most-likely ID assignment guess,  α t . We
define the accuracy at time t as:
accurac y t ∶=

# of correct guesses in  α t
N

(.)

Accuracy is expressed as a percentage and the higher the accuracy, the better the identification performance.
We define the identification time as the time t at which the accurac y t first reaches %.


Therefore, the shorter (smaller) the identification time, the better a type of motion actuation
is.
Variable Parameters We identify two parameters which influence the performance of
our identification system: the drone density and the actuation method. For a fixed room
size, the higher the drone density is, the higher number of drones are in the area, which
indicates that it is more difficult to ) identify each one correctly and ) actuate drones
without crashing. For a fixed drone density, different actuation methods will also lead to
different identification times and survival rates.
Identification by 3D acceleration matching
We evaluate our proposed camera-IMU motion matching based drone identification method
by conducting experiments with different levels of drone motion involvement. Specifically,
all drones are either ) landed, ) hovering, or ) moving randomly.
Real-world Experiment Due to hardware limitations, we conduct the real-world experiments in a reduced size (xxm) but keep the drone density (N/room volume) consistent
with the simulations, which means we use N = . Figure .a shows the average accuracy
of IDrone’s matching module over time. We compare three levels of motion involvement
which are representative of potential real-world scenarios.
Landed In this scenario, we randomly place three drones on the floor and run our
motion matching algorithm, as the green line in Figure .a indicates. As expected, the
accuracy remains at around /N at all times, meaning it is impossible for IDrone to identify
each drone if none of them move.
Hovering In this scenario, we randomly place three drones on the floor, send them
a command to rise to half the room’s height and hover (stay) where they are. Then, we
start collecting data for the experiment, and we show the results in yellow in Figure .a.
We observe that, because hovering in real life is not perfect, the small differences in each
drone’s hovering oscillation pattern allow IDrone to tell their identities apart after some
time. Specifically, the average accuracy reaches % after about s (identification time).


(a) Real-world experiment data, N = , room size xxm
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Figure 4.6: Identification accuracy (and time) of IDrone’s matching module for different levels of
drone motion involvement, ranging from completely random motion (ID time = -s), to more
stationary like hovering (ID time -s), to the extreme lack of motion of an ideal hover or landed
(infinite ID time, average accuracy /N).



Random Motion In this scenario, we fly one drone at a time in order to avoid collisions; we place it at a random position on the floor then fly it around the room with a
randomly generated route. We present the results in blue in Figure .a. As the randomness
in their motion creates some uniqueness, the identification accuracy quickly rises to % in
only s (identification time). This proves our point that motion sensed through an internal
IMU and an external camera can be used to identify each drone. However, we show in
Section .. the problem with random motion: the number of collisions is really high,
which is why we need our actuation algorithm described in Section ..
Simulation In order to evaluate how IDrone scales up with the number of drones present
in a room, we conduct more experiments through simulation. Figure .b shows the
simulation results of all real-world experiments described in the previous subsection. As
expected, our simulation results follow closely the real-world results. Then, Figure .c
shows that even in larger rooms (xxm) with large drone swarms (N = ), the same trend
holds: IDrone can identify all drones moving randomly within s, hovering within s, and
is unable to outperform a random guess (accuracy /N) if there is no motion. This indicates
that our simulator reflects the real-world scenario very well and verifies our analysis with
the number of drones through simulation.

4.2 Acceleration-based shared physical state estimation
with RGB vision and motion constraints
While the accuracy of the D acceleration-based shared physical state estimation approach
detailed in Section . shows it can successfully identify  objects in only  seconds based
on common motion observation, it requires depth information from the camera, which
is not always available. This is the case, for instance, in many current smart-buildings or
homes. My next motivating scenario targets device pairing for IoT devices so small they
do not even have an input/output interface (e.g. tiny temperature sensors, motion sensors,
etc.). In those cases, the device pairing problem could be solved with a sensing approach
by modeling it as a collaborative multi-modal device identification problem. Despite the
camera not having depth information, as long as the motion is on a plane parallel to the
camera –i.e. perpendicular to the viewing direction– both camera and IMU should observe
similar features.


This section presents UniverSense, a device pairing system which leverages interactive
IoT devices (e.g. smart TVs []) that already have I/Os, camera, and network connection,
and existing inertial sensors on most IoT devices without an interface [, ] to automatically determine whether the device should join the network. Figure . shows a concept
scenario where a user moves an IoT device in front of the smart TV camera to conduct
pairing. Both the camera and the IoT device itself sense the motion of the IoT device. By
modeling the problem as a collaborative multi-modal device identification problem, we
can utilize the methodology described in Chapter  and a similar approach to Section .
to extract motion features on common state space: D acceleration in this case, given that
depth is not available and full D position estimation is not possible from the camera. Then,
UniverSense can turn these features into fingerprints for pairing. Finally, the fingerprints
are used to determine whether a successful pairing should be established (see Figure . for
a system overview diagram).

4.2.1

Shared Physical State Estimation on 2D Acceleration

The challenge of heterogeneous sensing-based pairing is that the measured signals are in
different sensing state-spaces and therefore cannot be directly compared. However, if a
user moves the low-resource IoT device in front of the camera, both sensors can obtain
common information about the motion (in the form of position, acceleration, etc.) of

SmartTV camera
IoT device

Wave the device in
front of the camera

Figure 4.7: UniverSense device pairing concept.



Figure 4.8: UniverSense system overview.

the low-resource IoT device in world coordinates (i.e. with respect to down and North).
Integration or differentiation could transform acceleration and position into a common
magnitude. In this regard, the literature is unanimous with respect to avoiding integration of
acceleration signals measured on devices that can move freely in space [, ]. Integration
is unsuitable for two main reasons that cause the error to accumulate faster than linearly
over time: the propagation of the error in the orientation estimate (which is used to remove
gravity from the raw acceleration) and the drift induced by integration of noisy signals.
Therefore, we use differentiation to convert displacement into acceleration, and define the
world coordinates acceleration as the common state-space of our camera-IMU sensor
pair.
Converting IMU signal to 2D device acceleration To obtain the acceleration of IMU
in world coordinates, UniverSense estimates the device orientation from a -axis IMU
signal and projects the raw acceleration readings to a global frame of reference. This process
basically consists of obtaining a rotation matrix WB R that converts Body coordinates into
World coordinates. Then, UniverSense utilizes WB R = WB R − to project gravity into body
coordinates so it can be removed from the raw acceleration signal. Finally, the result is
expressed in world coordinates by multiplying by WB R [].
Converting camera stream to 2D device acceleration To extract the acceleration of
the low-resource IoT device, UniverSense first detects the device from the video stream,
then calculates the position of the device, and finally converts the position into acceleration.
Object detection methods take a still image as the input, and provide a set of pixel coordinates
for each target found [, ]. Then, object tracking processes the detection on consecutive
frames and assigns a common ID to each target found in both images. Finally, the position
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Figure 4.9: Fingerprint generation example. Note how similar the time-domain acceleration signals
are in the top plot, showing D and D acceleration are great feature spaces for shared physical state
estimation.

of the IoT device can be tracked over time by converting pixel coordinates to the world
frame. This conversion requires knowledge of the camera extrinsics (i.e., the camera’s WB R,
estimated through e.g., an IMU or a pre-calibration) as well as intrinsics (obtained from
the manufacturer) []. Once the camera obtains the world coordinate position of the
device, UniverSense performs a double differentiation on the estimated -D position of the
IoT device to obtain the corresponding acceleration. In this case we assume the motion is
performed perpendicular to the view of the camera at a known distance (the user is told
so) and this calibration is not needed; in a real implementation, the -D position can be
mapped into the camera view plane as described in Section ..

4.2.2

Physical State Estimation Fusion: Pairing from 2D Acceleration

As Figure . shows, UniverSense breaks down the pairing process into two main steps
once the signals have been converted to the shared D acceleration domain: fingerprint
generation (which extract features from each signal) and pairing decision (which fuses the
features from the low-resource IoT device and the powerful device with camera and applies
a thresholding mechanism to determine if both devices are indeed sensing the same source
motion of the user).


Fingerprint Generation
As an example of feature extraction, UniverSense generates binary fingerprints from raw
acceleration signals, to reduce the data exchanged. It takes two main steps: signal axis
selection and fingerprint extraction.
Signal axis selection When the motion of the device is not significant along a given axis,
the low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) may lead to a low pairing success rate. Therefore, we
select the acceleration signal axis that has a higher SNR to conduct fingerprint generation
on.
Fingerprint extraction UniverSense projects the acceleration signal into a binary signal
by setting a threshold. If the absolute value of the signal is over the threshold, the bit is ,
otherwise, the bit is . Since the mean acceleration signal is close to , we specifically select
an offset away from . With a sampling rate of  Hz, we estimate a -second motion can
be used to generate a -bit fingerprint, and an -second motion can be used to generate
a -bit fingerprint. Figure . shows an example of the fingerprint generated from IMU
and camera measurements.
Pairing
To initiate the pairing, the ‘powerful’ device broadcasts a pairing request and start to
generate fingerprint FPcam . Once the low-resource IoT device receives the request, it starts
to generate its fingerprint FPIMU . Once the fingerprint reaches the designated length, the
low-resource device sends its MAC address with the generated fingerprint. The ‘powerful’
device compares the received FPIMU to its FPcam and calculates the fingerprint similarity. If
the two fingerprints have similarity over a threshold, UniverSense considers them as paired.

4.2.3 Evaluation
We implemented UniverSense to evaluate this pairing method in a real-world environment.
We first characterize the system in relation to some motion variables (amplitude and speed).
Then, we evaluate the overall pairing performance on a group of  participants.


Implementation
To evaluate UniverSense, we conducted real-world experiments with an off-the-shelf RGB
camera (ELP . MegaPixel USB camera) for the ‘capable’ device, and IMU device from
an IoT sensing platform, CrazyFlie ., as the ‘low-resource’ device []. We covered the
CrazyFlie with an orange plastic and used a color (hue) detector in OpenCV, together
with an object tracker [] to ensure we correctly follow the target. For real use cases, a
more robust object detector could easily replace the current simplified version, without
requiring any hardware modifications. In order to reduce the effect of sensing noise in the
visual position estimation, we obtain good results with a traditional Savitzky-Golay (also
known as Least-Squares) smoothing differentiation filter []. On the CrazyFlie, we use the
popular Madgwick orientation filter [] to minimize the drift in the orientation estimation.
Figure . shows our experiment setup from the camera view, where the camera is .m
away from the motion area. Fingerprints used in the evaluation are -bits.
Motion Characterization
We evaluate the system feasibility to match motion accelerations measured by camera and
IMU under different motion variables: amplitude and velocity. We fix one parameter when
evaluating the other. We asked one participant to conduct a designated motion  times

Low-resource IoT
Figure 4.10: Experiment settings (camera view).



and demonstrate the similarity of the pairwise fingerprints from camera and IMU.
Motion amplitude We evaluate four different motion amplitudes, including , , ,
and  cm, with the motion velocity fixed. We control the motion velocity by asking the
participant to conduct the motion of designated length within a given duration. We plot
the fingerprint similarity against motion amplitude in Figure . (a). When the motion
amplitude is  cm, the system achieves highest fingerprint similarity .. When the
motion amplitudes are  and  cm, the average fingerprint similarity drops below ..
The reason is that when the motion is in a large range, the velocity change is relatively small
during the motion, and therefore the acceleration signal amplitude is low.

Fingerprint
Similarity

Motion velocity Since UniverSense projects different sensing modalities into acceleration, the motion velocity affects the acceleration signal amplitude. We mainly investigate 
different motion velocities controlled by metronome beats: , , , ,  Beats Per
Minute (BPM) with a motion amplitude of  cm. We demonstrate the fingerprint similarity
against motion velocities in Figure . (b). We observe an increasing trend of the fingerprint
similarity for velocities lower than  BPM. However, when the velocity increases above 
BPM, the increase of the motion velocity has little effect on the fingerprint similarity.
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Figure 4.11: Motion variables’ effect on fingerprint similarity. (a) shows the effects of motion
amplitude. (b) shows the effect of motion velocity.



Pairing Performance
We further evaluate the pairing performance from two aspects: ) human factors, and ) the
efficiency of fingerprints. We first investigate the human factor by asking multiple people to
conduct experiment and evaluate the robustness of UniverSense through different users.
Then we evaluate the fingerprint efficiency by analyzing the fingerprint similarity of the
same motion and across different motions, and the pairing success rate with a selected
pairing threshold.
Human factors Different people may perform pairing motions differently. Therefore,
we conduct experiments with multiple users and ask them to move the IoT device within
a designated area (a circle of cm radius) arbitrarily for s. We compare multiple users’
pairing fingerprint similarity calculated from different signal axises to demonstrate the system robustness, and the results are shown in Figure .. The average fingerprint similarity
across  participants using X-axis, Y-axis, and our axis-selection approach are respectively
., ., and ., with standard deviations of ., ., and ..
Our approach achieves the highest fingerprint similarity and demonstrates stable matching performance. This is because different people may come up with different pairing
motions. If a fingerprint is generated using an axis that lacks significant movement, the
SNR will be low, giving a low fingerprint similarity. Our approach makes sure that the axis
with the highest SNR among the available signal axises is used to achieve high fingerprint
similarity.
Fingerprint similarity analysis Last, we compare the fingerprint similarity between
camera and IMU signals originating from world coordinate acceleration of the same motion,
versus those from different motions and realize that, for observations of the same motion,
similarity is often over ., which we set as the pairing threshold. On the other hand, the
fingerprint similarity across different motions (e.g. camera  observes IMU ) is relatively
low, with an average of around .. This validates the physical insights behind our approach.
Considering a successful pairing when the fingerprint similarity between the camera and
IMU signal is above the pairing threshold, for a threshold of ., the system achieves a
precision of %, a recall of .%, and an F score of .% in  trials.
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4.3

Orientation-based shared physical state estimation
with RGB vision and unrestricted motion

So far, the shared physical feature extraction approaches described in Sections . and .
achieved identification accuracies above % within a few seconds, but they imposed certain
sensing constraints such as the use of a depth (RGB-D) camera or the user motion to be
restricted to a plane parallel to the camera, respectively. This section presents yet another
approach which is passive and calibration-free, meaning it does not require the objects
that need to be identified –people, in our motivating example– to perform any specific
action or restricted motion to be identified through conventional –RGB– cameras. This
is achieved by extracting shared physical state features in the orientation domain, where
D and D signals can be compared –unlike acceleration where the perspective nature of
pinhole cameras leaves the D to D comparison underdetermined. Leveraging information
about the inertial sensor’s motion, which has to be worn by a person somewhere on their
body, its orientation can be visually estimated by tracking the vector linking two consecutive
joints, e.g. wrist to elbow.
The motivating application for this passive and calibration-free shared physical state
feature extraction through common orientation observation is wearable device identification
(i.e., who wears it, where is it worn). Wearable devices have become ubiquitous in people’s
lives, where they provide continuous information about the user’s physical condition and


activities. They enable various applications, such as e.g., fitness tracking [], heart rate
monitoring [, ], muscular fatigue monitoring [, ], sweat sensing []. However,
with the growing number of wearable devices, it becomes cumbersome to manually calibrate
or match the device’s physical identity and location (e.g., accelerometer on your right thigh)
to its virtual identity (e.g., Sensor , with MAC address AA:BB:CC:DD). Traditionally, this
association was performed by the user by, for instance, manually pressing a button on each
sensor worn or pairing them through a rd-party app.
When there are multiple people sharing devices (e.g. a home or a gym), performing
this procedure before each use can limit the adoption rate of such devices and applications.
Furthermore, a successful device identification can enable the fusion of multiple sources of
information about the user’s activity or performance. For example, heart-rate sensor data
could be enhanced by sports analytics –like stride length, ground contact time– coming
from a gym camera if the camera can figure out how to communicate (virtual identity) with
the device or the user it sees. Therefore, associating the physical and virtual identities of
these devices through different systems quickly and automatically is crucial for enabling
and exploring more personalized services with shared smart infrastructures. Prior works
on calibration-free or interaction-free matching schemes often rely on the shared context
sensed by wearable devices on the same body [, , ]. However, due to noisy sensing
data and the dynamic sensing environment, it is very challenging to achieve sub-body level
–bodypart  level– identification resolution.
This section presents WhereWear, a calibration-free wearable device identification
scheme through ambient sensing of bodypart motions. In particular, a camera in the
environment captures the pose of every person (within the field of view) and analyzes the
motion of each bodypart by estimating its D orientation. Simultaneously, the wearable
devices’ inertial sensors track the changes in their orientation over time. Then, WhereWear
estimates the alignment between the camera’s and each device’s coordinate frames and
compares the orientation signals of each bodypart-device combination, associating the ones
with highest similarity. Specifically, this novel D camera to D IMU motion matching
approach overcomes limitations of prior works: ) WhereWear can simultaneously identify
and localize multiple devices worn by the same or multiple users on different parts of their
body; and ) WhereWear does not rely on line-of-sight to the device, therefore it works
even when devices are occluded by clothing or other people.
We employ the term bodypart to refer to any part of the human body between two ‘consecutive’ joints,
such as the forearm, torso, thigh, etc.
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To achieve that, WhereWear relies on the insight that wearables must be located on
some part of the body. Even without directly seeing a device, its motion can be estimated
by analyzing the motion of every part of the body of every person detected in an image.
Figure . reflects the architecture of our system. The camera images are first processed
through a Human Pose Estimation module. Then, for each pair of connected joints (e.g.,
wrist and elbow determine the forearm bodypart), the Vision-based Bodypart Orientation
Estimation module computes the plane of possible D orientations that correspond to the
observed D bodypart coordinates. Next, the Bodypart–IMU Alignment module details our
optimization formulation to find the rotation offset between the two joints that determine
a bodypart and the IMU reference axes, and then between those two and the camera
coordinate frame. Finally, the most likely location of each wearable is output by the Device
Identification via Hungarian Assignment module.

4.3.1

Physical State Estimation through Human Pose Analysis

Human Pose Estimation
Leveraging human pose information for device identification serves two purposes. On the
one hand, human visual appearance and poses have a well-studied distribution, which leads
to rather highly accurate models, as opposed to visually identifying each possible wearable
device in an image. On the other hand, it allows our system to eliminate the line-of-sight
constraint to the device: as long as the user can be seen, a device covered by clothing (e.g.,
under a shirt) may still be localized and identified. As previously discussed, WhereWear
relies on the intuition that the motion of any device worn by a person should be closely
related to the motion of the bodypart where it is placed (e.g., chest for a hear-rate monitor).
In order to analyze that motion, the Human Pose Estimation module is responsible for
determining the position of each joint for all people in the image (see Figure .b for an
example output). With recent advancements in this Computer Vision task, these can be
robustly estimated in real-time. Furthermore, WhereWear’s algorithm does not rely on any
particular implementation of this module, hence any improvement in the state-of-the-art
of Human Pose Estimation would contribute to even higher device identification accuracy.


Vision-based Bodypart Orientation Estimation
Once the joints of every person in the image have been localized, Figure . shows the
concept of our orientation-based device identification scheme. With a single (monocular
RGB) camera, projected D joint locations (PA , PB ) cannot uniquely determine the actual
3D positions (JA , JB ) since depth information is missing –i.e., JA could be anywhere along
the line lA . However, they do define a visual orientation plane (shown in red in Figure .)
that specifies valid orientations for the device. The intuition behind WhereWear is that,
over time, the wearables’ IMU orientations should match those of the bodyparts on which
they are worn, such as the forearm for a watch. This plane is defined by the lines lA and lB ,
therefore:
nAB = jA × jB
(.)
Figure . demonstrates the image plane in the pinhole camera model. The image plane
is perpendicular to the camera’s viewing direction zC axis. It is also situated a distance of
focal length fL in front. The image plane axes u and v are parallel to xC and yC respectively,
and offset by cu and cv (image center). We define the pixel coordinates of joint JA projected
on the camera as PA = (uA , vA ). Then we can denote the vector jA in camera coordinates as:
jA = (uA −cA , vA −cv , fL ) (same for jB ). With these denotation, we rewrite Equation . as:
⎛
⎞
fL (vAt − vBt ),
⎜
⎟
⎟
nCAB (t) = ⎜
fL (uBt − uAt ),
⎜
⎟
t
t
t
t
⎝(uA −cu )(vB −cv ) − (uB −cu )(vA −cv )⎠

(.)

Device Orientation Acquisition
Estimating device orientation by fusing accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer readings has been long studied [, ]. The orientation is typically output as a rotation with
respect to a fixed frame of reference, which most of the times is determined based on the
gravitational and magnetic fields, such as the North-East-Down convention. However, this
may not be case since the magnetic field tends to be unreliable in indoor environments.
Therefore, WhereWear still has to align each device’s orientation to the bodypart orientations
obtained through Equation ..



4.3.2 Physical State Estimation Fusion: Localization from 2D and
3D Orientation
Bodypart–IMU Alignment
Since the IMU’s and camera’s axes are not aligned, this module solves an optimization formulation to find the best alignment. Figure . shows the IMU’s local frame (IL superscript),
which rotates with the wearable device (in orange). The IMU’s fixed reference, denoted
IMU world frame (IW superscript), is used for reporting orientation as a x rotation
matrix RIL-IW (t). However, not only is the time-invariant rotation from the IMU’s world
frame to the camera axes (R IW-C ) unknown; WhereWear also needs to find the vector f that
determines the relationship or offset between the IMU’s axes and the bodypart vector JA JB .
Once everything is aligned, f should always lie on the visual orientation plane. Therefore,
we formulate the bodypart–IMU alignment as the following optimization:
arg min ∑ ∣f C (t)⊺ ⋅ nCAB (t)∣ =
RIW-C ,f IL

t

⊺

= ∑ ∣(R IW-C RIL-IW (t) f IL ) ⋅ nCAB (t)∣
t

subj. to (R

) = (RIW-C )−

IW-C T

(.)

det (R IW-C ) = 
∥f IL ∥ = 
where a⊺ ⋅ b denotes the dot product between vectors a and b. We take the absolute value
inside the summation because we are only interested in the magnitude of the angle between
f and nCAB .

Device Identification via Hungarian Assignment
Finally, once we find the optimal coordinate alignment R IW-C for each bodypart–IMU pair,
we define a score to measure how well both orientations match. The intuition is that, if
we are observing the same bodypart where the IMU is worn, both orientations should
follow each other tightly. On the contrary, IMU orientation should be uncorrelated to all
bodyparts other than the one where it’s carried, so they should differ over time. We chose
the mean dot product and call this metric the pairwise matching score, which is therefore
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Figure 4.14: D human pose (joints JA and JB , e.g. elbow and wrist) is mapped to the D camera
(PA , PB ). These projected points allow us to compute the visual orientation plane (red), determined
by its normal vector nAB . The wearable device (orange circle) is carried somewhere along the limb
JA JB . We can find a vector f (which rotates with the device’s orientation) such that in the absence of
noise f always lies on the visual orientation plane (or at least f ⋅ nAB is minimized).

defined for each bodypart–IMU combination as:
score =


C
∑ ∣ f (t)⊺ ⋅ nCAB (t) ∣
t t

(.)

Last, WhereWear computes an NIMU × Nbodyparts score matrix S based on Equation .
and uses the Hungarian method for the linear assignment problem [] to produce the IMU
to bodypart mapping that minimizes the total sum of assigned scores in polynomial time,
that is, it outputs the most likely location for each wearable device.

4.3.3 Evaluation
WhereWear produces an ID association between each IoT device and the most-likely body
part they are on. To thoroughly understand the effect of different sensing conditions on
the system performance, we first characterized the motion extraction algorithm in a series
of controlled experiments. It allows us to estimate the algorithm robustness to different
camera configurations and human motions. We then performed uncontrolled experiments
with a public dataset (we have no control on camera configuration and subject motion) to
evaluate the final matching accuracy. In this section, we first introduce the experimental
settings for both controlled experiments and the public datasets. Next, we introduce the
experiment parameters and two baseline algorithms for mapping D images to D IMU
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Figure 4.15: Controlled experimental settings. The testing subject holds the device with IMU while
moving their arms in the designated trajectory at controlled speeds.

data, which will be used to evaluate the accuracy of our method. Finally, we compare the
results from both WhereWear and the baselines.
Experiment Setup
For the system characterization experiments, we varied two system parameters, ) the
camera-device distance (i.e., the average image depth) and ) the angle between the camera
and the human subject, and three motion parameters, ) motion type (linear vs. circular),
) motion speeds, and ) motion amplitude. In a real world application, these parameters
could take on a wide range of values that are unknown to the system; thus we need to ensure
that uncertainty in these parameters does not disrupt the proper operation of the algorithm.
However, once the pairing process begins, we do not expect these factors to change very
quickly. That is, once pairing begins, we assume the human will stay in roughly the same
position, and the motion type changes smoothly if at all.
Figure . shows the experimental settings used for the system characterization experiments. The tested IoT device is represented by an embedded device connected to a -axis
IMU, comprising a -axis accelerometer, -axis gyroscope, and -axis magnetometer. The
camera is represented by a webcam connected to a MacBook Pro, where the computation is
conducted. Additional implementation details are provided below.


IMUs

Figure 4.16: Public dataset experimental settings. In total  IMU devices are placed on the test
subject, as shown in the left figure. The right figure shows an example of movement and the joints
detected by human pose estimation.

Dataset Description For uncontrolled experiments, where the system configuration
and subject motion are not designed by us, we re-used a public dataset [] to evaluate our
system, where  cameras were installed to capture occupants moving within a  × m area in
a room. Each human subject had  IMUs placed on the body as pointed out in Figure .a.
The dataset contains data from five human subjects. Figure .b shows another example of
the frames in the dataset, the type of movements conducted by the subjects, and the pose
detected by the Human Pose Estimation module.
Moreover, the dataset only provides single-person data. In order to evaluate the case
where there are N people in the same scene, we extract N different segments from the whole
dataset, and feed all of the detected joint locations as well as all #Dev ices per person × N
IMUs into our algorithm, as if all N people were simultaneously present in the room.
System Implementation
To compare with the state-of-the-art device identification or pairing through heterogeneous
sensing, we implemented the approach introduced in UniverSense [] and adapted it for the
D scenario. This approach computes the IoT device-camera matching score by comparing
the acceleration of the device sensed by its IMU and the displacement of the device sensed


by the camera, double-differentiating it to obtain acceleration. Additional implementation
details are provided below, explaining how we use D human pose estimation to evaluate
UniverSense in D. Furthermore, since WhereWear’s approach to the heterogeneous device
identification is to use the orientation aspect of motion, we also consider a second baseline
which compares the IoT’s IMU orientation directly to the D body part orientation output
from the D human pose estimation model. Finally, we discuss the details of our WhereWear
implementation at the end of this subsection.
Baseline 1: 3D Acceleration Matching We compare WhereWear with the state-of-theart device identification or pairing through heterogeneous sensing: UniverSense []. Note
that UniverSense constrained user motion to a D plane parallel to the camera at a fixed
depth (see Section .). For our baseline, we use D human pose estimation in order to
compare the unconstrained, D version of UniverSense to WhereWear. We use the stateof-the-art D pose estimation framework OpenPose [, ] followed by a state-of-the-art
D-to-D human pose estimation model []. Then, we define a hyperparameter α j ∈ [, ]
that specifies the relative placement of the IMU along a given body part (e.g., a watch could
have an α j = . for the forearm meaning that it would be  times closer to the wrist than it
is to the elbow). We obtain the D position of each IMU by linearly interpolating (weighted
according to α j ) from the visually estimated D position of the two joints determining the
body part or limb where the IMU is located, and differentiate twice using a Savitzky-Golay
filter [] like the one used in the original UniverSense implementation.
Baseline 2: 3D Orientation Matching We claim that using device orientation for this
type of heterogeneous device identification yields better results than acceleration-based
approaches. Given that we already estimate the D human pose [, , ] for baseline ,
we believe a fair comparison is to understand the improvement provided by WhereWear’s
approach versus a direct D orientation-based matching approach. This baseline simply
C
takes the D body part orientation fAB
(subtraction of the estimated D position of the two
joints JA , JB that determine the body part) and performs the pairwise alignment optimization
technique described in Section .., with the slight modification that it maximizes the dot
C
product of f C with fAB
(see Equation .) instead of minimizing with the visual orientation
C
plane, nAB .
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Figure 4.17: Camera-motion angle. We explore WhereWear’s robustness to different viewing angles.

WhereWear Our WhereWear implementation consists of multiple parts. For the system characterization, we used an Espressif ESP microcontroller sampling the popular
BNO IMU (runs its own proprietary sensor fusion algorithm that provides the absolute
orientation) at  Hz and a p Logitech HD Pro C webcam. For video processing
we use Python with OpenCV and OpenPose [, , ] for D human pose estimation.
Finally we implement our Orientation-based Device Identification algorithm described in
Section .. in Matlab, using its Optimization Toolbox to solve Equation ..
System Characterization
We conducted system characterization experiments to understand the system limitations
through different parameters. We focused on the system parameters:
• Camera-IoT distance (depth): the larger the depth, the lower signal to noise ratio

(SNR) is for the camera motion detection. Default value is m.
• Camera-motion angle (Figure .): as the camera viewing direction and the motion

plane get closer, it becomes more challenging to estimate the orientation changes on
the D plane. Default value is  degrees (motion perpendicular to the viewing plane
of the camera).
and the motion parameters:
• Motion type (linear v.s. circular): different level of limb movements and joint motions

might have an impact in the orientation estimation accuracy.


• Motion speed: when shaking the device at different periods, the acceleration (baseline)

would be affected. Default value is  bpm for complete motion cycles.
• Motion amplitude: the motion amplitude directly affects the signal to noise ratio

(SNR) for both orientation and acceleration based methods. Default values are cm
for linear and  degree for circular motions.
• Motion observation duration: the sliding window used for score calculation. Default

value is s.
The metric we evaluated here is the pairwise alignment score, which we calculated as follows.
For orientation comparison, this pairwise alignment score is calculated as
scoreori =


C
C
∑  − ∣ f (t)⊺ ⋅ fAB (t) ∣ ,
t t

(.)

C
which will be  when the D body part orientation, fAB
, is aligned with the IMU’s forward
vector (converted to camera coordinates) f C (t). For acceleration comparison, this pairwise
alignment score is calculated as

score acc =  − xcorr(acc IMU , acc cam )

(.)

Experiments Each motion type under every evaluated system condition was conducted
ten times. For linear motion, a repetition cycle is defined as holding the IoT device in
one hand and moving in a linear trajectory away from and back to the original point. For
circular motion, a repetition cycle is defined as the hand holding the IoT device moving
along a circular arc (e.g. quadrant) and back. A metronome is used to control the movement
period or speed.
Experimental results are presented as the average of the pairwise matching score aforementioned in the form of bar plots. The D acceleration matching based baseline is plotted
in red boxes. The D orientation matching based baseline is plotted in orange boxes.
WhereWear is plotted in blue.
System Parameters Analysis The system parameters, i.e., camera distance/angle to
people, vary from system to system, user to user and even interaction to interaction, which
may affect the algorithm performance. To demonstrate the robustness of WhereWear to uncertainty, we evaluate the system performance under different system setting conditions. As


Figure 4.18: Pairwise alignment score when camera-IoT distance vary, with circular motion. Lower
score means better alignment, thus higher chance of correct identification.

mentioned before, we compare the performance of WhereWear to two baselines regarding
the pairwise alignment score.
Figure . shows the average pairwise alignment score when the camera-IoT device or
camera-human distance varies from m to m, with all the other parameters set to their
default values. The pairwise alignment score for D acceleration matching has high values
(between . and .) through all the evaluated distances, meaning it is unsuccessful at
aligning both signals. The D orientation estimation, on the other hand, achieves better
pairwise matching score values (varying between . and .) but gets significantly worse
with distance. WhereWear not only achieves the lowest pairwise alignment scores, but
more importantly, is consistently lower than . for all distances (meaning it can accurately
align visual and IMU signals originating from the same real-world motion). Therefore,
WhereWear’s performance is camera-IoT distance invariant –as long as the Human Pose
Estimation module is able to recognize the user.
Figure . shows the average pairwise matching score when the camera to IoT device
angle changes. We observe that when the camera-motion angle is at  degrees, i.e., the
motion is on a plane parallel to the camera view plane, the D acceleration matching achieves
the lowest pairwise matching score . compared to other angles. The D orientation


Figure 4.19: Pairwise alignment score when camera-IoT angle vary, with circular motion (lower is
better).

matching and WhereWear both achieved pairwise matching scores lower than that of the D
acceleration matching. However, certain angles are more sensitive than others for the D-toD pose estimation module, thus the D orientation baseline performance fluctuates with
the camera-IoT angle. WhereWear on the other hand shows a consistent pairwise matching
score lower than ., and therefore WhereWear is camera-motion angle invariant.
Motion Parameters Analysis Since human motion/behavior is of high randomness, we
further evaluate the motion parameters aforementioned and their effects on the system
performance. Figures . and . demonstrate two different types of motion, circular
and linear, respectively. In everyday life, human body parts’ movements are mostly a
combination of linear and circular motion. Since pure linear motion is not as common, we
use circular motion as the default setting for the evaluation of the rest of the parameters.
In Figure ., the D acceleration matching based baseline, in red, shows a clear
decreasing trend in pairwise matching score as the motion amplitude increases. This is
because, for the circular movement, the larger the motion, the higher signal to noise ratio
(SNR) is, hence a better match between the IMU signal and the camera estimation. Again,
the orientation-based matching methods –both D orientation matching, orange, and


Figure 4.20: Pairwise alignment score for circular (arc) motion type.

Figure 4.21: Pairwise alignment score for linear (straight line) motion type.



WhereWear, blue– showed a significantly lower pairwise matching score (<.) compared
to the acceleration-based method. On the other hand, the figure also shows an increasing
trend in pairwise matching score as the motion amplitude increases. This could be related
to the fact that the larger the limb motion is, the higher the motion noise caused by a more
complicated combination of joint movements to reach the target trajectory is, compared
to small motions. Linear motion demonstrated in Figure . shows a similar trend in all
three evaluated methods. Compared to D-based baselines, WhereWear shows a consistent
low pairwise matching score (< .) throughout the full amplitude range evaluated.
Motion period or speed affects the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) differently for acceleration
and orientation based approaches. Figure . shows the pairwise matching score of the
three baselines for motion periods ranging from  (/) to  (/) motion cycles per
minute. For the D acceleration-based method, when the motion is as slow as  motion
cycles per minute, the pairwise matching score is as high as . on average; As the movement
speed increases, the pairwise matching score decreases, due to a higher SNR caused by
a larger acceleration during the motion, with respect to the no-motion noise. However,
for orientation, faster motions affect the blurriness of the limb and the pose estimation
fails to accurately localize the joints and introducing additional error in angle/orientation
estimation per frame, decreasing the SNR. Still, the orientation-based matching methods

Figure 4.22: Motion speed’s effect on pairwise matching score.



demonstrate a lower pairwise matching score (< .) throughout different motion speeds
than the acceleration baseline. Therefore, WhereWear is motion speed invariant.
Another factor affecting device identity matching is the observation duration, i.e., the
window length of the data used for matching. If the duration is too short, there may be
multiple camera-IoT pairs that match the motion, i.e., not unique enough. If the duration
is too long, the person may move out of the camera site already. Therefore, understanding
how the window size affects the pairwise matching score as well as the matching allows us
to find an empirical optimal window size for further analysis.
Figure . shows the pairwise matching score of all three methods under different
window sizes and the pairwise matching score shows a consistent trend for all three methods,
where the acceleration-based matching achieves a score around ., and the orientationbased matching achieves a score around .. Again, orientation-based matching achieves
significantly lower pairwise matching score for the pairwise IMU and camera detected
motion.
However, this does not guarantee successful matching or high matching accuracy. We
use an example of four devices on four limbs (two forearms and two upper arms on a
person) to compare the three methods, and show how unique their pairwise matching
scores are in Figure ., to visually demonstrate whether they could be used for device

Figure 4.23: Signal length (window size) and its effect on pairwise matching score.
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Figure 4.24: pairwise matching score matrix over four IMU-bodypart pairs. Note that, over time,
WhereWear converges to a white diagonal line, which indicates it correctly assigns a lower score for
the true visual bodypart–IoT device pair.



identification. The matrix shows the pairwise matching score computed from each IMU
and body part combination. For example, the first row of the second column indicates the
pairwise matching score of IMU and bod y part .
Figure . shows the pairwise matching score of the matrices mentioned above when
signals of different window sizes are used for matching. Left column of Figure . shows
the matrix score when WhereWear is applied; middle column shows the matrix score when
D orientation matching is used; and the right column displays the matrix score when D
acceleration matching is used. The lighter the color, the lower the score, hence the more
certain the matching is.
We observe that for signals of  and  seconds, the matrices pairwise matching score for
orientation based methods do not show clear trends or variation, because the signals are not
distinguishable enough to achieve a low pairwise matching score after normalization. The
acceleration based method for all window sizes showed a high similarity (low scores) along
the first row and a low similarity (high scores) along the second row. This indicates that
the signals obtained by IMU and camera do not have a distinguishable enough fingerprint
when applied in D motion matching without camera depth knowledge.
Compared to D orientation matching, WhereWear shows clearly better results (low
scores on the matrix diagonal elements). This indicates that the orientation obtained by
IMU and camera regarding the same bodypart is distinguishable enough to be used for
device identification. We further verify this statement and evaluate the device identification
through a public dataset containing  devices per user in the following subsection.
Uncontrolled Experiments using a Public Dataset
The uncontrolled experiments were done using a publicly available dataset [], which
allows us to understand the algorithm robustness under a more realistic scenario than
that of the system characterization experiments. The dataset was designed for D human
pose estimation benchmarking with up to eight different camera views of the same motion.
Five human subjects participated in their data collection, with IMUs installed at  distinct
places on their bodies (Figure .). The large volume of aligned IMU and camera data
together with accurate D pose ground truth allows us to test if WhereWear can correctly
identify a device in the presence of other moving devices worn by the same person or even
multiple people. We consider these experiments uncontrolled since the dataset conditions
were not controlled by us at all.


Figure 4.25: Identification accuracy using different matching methods when conducting activity
‘acting’. Note that WhereWear achieves high accuracy for body parts with high degree of motion.
Some body parts (e.g. feet) are often misdetected due to errors from the pose estimator, as shown in
Figure ., yielding low identification accuracy for all compared methods.

The metric we evaluate here is the device identification accuracy, which is calculated as
follows. For each body part we divide the signals into chunks of a fixed window length and
compute:
# correct w indows
ID accurac y =
(.)
# total w indows
The parameters whose effect on the system performance we investigate include:
• Activity type: how distinguishable the motion for different bodyparts is while per-

forming different activities (there are  different activities in the dataset). Default
activity is ‘acting’.
• Window size: the length of observed signal (too short might mean there is not enough

uniqueness to distinguish different devices). Default is s.
• Camera ID: different camera angles may result in different motion detection results.

Default camera used is Camera .
First of all, we compare all three methods discussed earlier (the two baselines and our
approach) with the default settings mentioned here. We plot the accuracy in Figure .
through all  different bodyparts. The average accuracy for all bodyparts is .%, %, and
% respectively for WhereWear, D acceleration matching, and D orientation matching.


Figure 4.26: Example of human pose estimation misdetecting a foot. Solid color lines present
the skeleton detected by the pose estimation algorithm, while white dashed lines circle out some
problematic foot joints detections.

We observe that WhereWear achieves higher identification accuracy for the IMUs on the
four limbs (arms and legs), with an average accuracy of .%, where D acceleration
matching achieves an average accuracy of .% and D orientation matching achieves an
average accuracy of .%. For body parts that do not have significant movement during
the activity (head, sternum, pelvis), WhereWear shows relatively low accuracy (similar to
the baselines) so future work would have to explore other motion features to extract.
On the other hand, for feet, the detection of the joints may be ambiguous for two reasons:
) the short length of the bodypart and occlusions make the detection more difficult, and
) the subject wore a black suit from head to toe, which makes the orientation of the foot
more difficult to estimate. Figure . shows three examples, where the joints detected on
the feet were inaccurately estimated, including detected joints overlapping, direction error,
and joints missing. As pose estimation modules improve their detection rates for these
challenging cases, so will WhereWear’s performance. For the rest of the evaluation in this
section, we report the results of matching the eight sensors on limbs, which is more realistic
for everyday IoT device and wearable usage.
Activity Type The activity types provided by the dataset are acting, freestyle, RoM (range
of motion), and walking. Acting is the scenario where the subject pretends to conduct everyday activities, such as eating and chatting. It demonstrates the motion activity level closest


Figure 4.27: Identification accuracy while the user performs different activities.

to real-world scenarios, which is why we consider it as the default evaluation setting. These
activities involve different amounts of motion and the results are displayed in Figure ..
All three approaches show a lower accuracy for the activity type RoM, since it is mostly
composed of upper-body stretches and there barely is any uniqueness in the lower-body
motion.
WhereWear achieved an accuracy of .%, .%, .%, and .% on the four listed
activities. Overall, the average accuracy for all four activities is .%, .%, and .%
respectively for WhereWear, D acceleration matching and D orientation matching, which
is a × and .× improvement respectively.

Window Size (Signal Duration) The window size used for device matching directly
affects the amount of information contained as well as the uniqueness of the motion within
the period of time. We investigated window sizes of s, s, s, and presented the average
device identification accuracy for different activities in Figure .. Dark red bars show the
accuracy of window s, which are .%, .%, .%, and .% for the four activities
respectively. The orange bars correspond to the s window, and resulted in values of
.%, .%, .%, and .% respectively. The s window, in yellow, corresponds to
values of .%, .%, .%, and .%. As expected, we can conclude that the longer the
window size, the higher the chances that the signal contains unique information to achieve


Figure 4.28: Identification accuracy for different window lengths (s, , s). As expected, as
more data is observed, the system is able to make better predictions, even for activities with low
uniqueness such as RoM.

high accuracy identification, which is consistent with our observations along the system
characterization experiments.

Camera ID For completeness of the evaluation, we also display WearWhere’s performance
if only one of the  cameras was available in Figure .. Camera ID indicates the camera
number (they are distributed along the ceiling at the same height) which translates into
different camera-motion angles. As discussed in the system characterization, this could
have an impact on algorithm performance (it did for the baselines, but not so much for
WhereWear). Despite the direction the subject faces changes over the videos of acting,
freestyle and walking, these scenarios yield a fairly consistent accuracy over the  camera
angles. Even for the cases where the person’s orientation and location do not change
(RoM), WhereWear still achieved over % accuracy for  out of  cameras. Note that
the deployment conditions are uncontrolled and WhereWear does NOT use the extrinsic
camera calibration at all to achieve this accuracy. Therefore, WhereWear is robust to sensing
conditions such as relative camera–IMU location and orientation.


Figure 4.29: Identification accuracy for different points of view (cameras  through  in the dataset).

Number of People
Finally, we also explore the impact of higher user densities (as we would find in, for instance,
a gym), which we evaluate by considering more than one person at a time. Figure .
displays the average device identification accuracy when there are one, three, and five people
detected by camera simultaneously. Since we are also interested in finding out whether
certain areas of the body are more sensitive to higher people density than others, the x-axis
reflects each of the  IMU locations where the users were wearing a device. To make the
scenario more realistic, we reduce the window length to Tw =s and average out over 
trials each. Figure .a shows the results when there is only one person present in the
scene. We further evaluate the cases where there are three and five people detected in the
same scene in Figures .b and .c. When there are more people in the scene, more
bodyparts that may have similar motion may get confused with each other. The average
device identification accuracy for the D acceleration matching based baseline method is
.% and % respectively (random guess is .%). Meanwhile, WhereWear achieved %
and % identification accuracy, which is a  to × improvement compared to the baseline.
In addition, the eight sensors on rigid bodyparts achieved an average accuracy of .% and
.% respectively, which is comparable to the case where there is only one person in the
scene.
Furthermore, given that the accuracy drop seems consistent for all device locations as


(a) One person

(b) Three people

(c) Five people

Figure 4.30: Average device identification accuracy for  bodyparts when there are one, three or
five people in the scene.



Figure 4.31: Wearable device identification accuracy as a function of the number of people simultaneously present in a scene. Note WhereWear’s robustness to increasing people density compared to
the baseline.

the number of people increases, Figure . explores the overall average accuracy when from
one to five persons appear in the scene at the same time. We observe a consistent decreasing
trend for the acceleration baseline method (%, %, %, %, and %, overall %).
WhereWear, on the other hand, achieves % accuracy for the one person case, and achieved
%, %, %, and % for the two to five person cases, which demonstrates the robustness
against higher people density with an overall % accuracy, a .× improvement.

4.4

Related Work

Sensing applications which simultaneously use different sensor modalities (e.g. vision, vibration, sound, etc.) generally provide better context awareness by combining the advantages
of each sensing method. However, depending on the sensor modalities in use, this approach
introduces a new challenge: associating data corresponding to the same physical source on
different types of sensors. For instance, a smartwatch accelerometer can sense its user’s
motion, but how would a camera, a geophone or any other external sensor extract features
caused by the same person and not somebody else’s? Prior works in this domain can be
classified according to the degree of purposeful interaction involved in the association


process: () explicit interaction-based approaches rely on active user actions, which often
lead to fast association times but limit the pervasiveness of applications as device density
increases; () context-based approaches utilize everyday events that can be detected by
co-located devices, which generally involves long delays (in the order of days) for confident
shared feature extraction and are often only practical for groups of stationary devices.

4.4.1

Interaction-based Shared Physical State Estimation

Interaction-based approaches to shared physical state estimation require explicit actions
from a user in order to successfully extract shared features. A number of prior works
have looked at using motion correlation for identification [, , , ], authentication [, , , ] and selection [, , , , ] problems. Authentication is typically
achieved by moving a device in a requested back-and-forth pattern [] or by shaking two
devices equipped with IMUs together [] and generating secret keys based on such motion.
However, many applications, such as the presented UAV swarm or wearable localization
scenarios, involve different modalities (e.g. camera and IMU), not two co-located IMUs. In
selection problems, such as using your body as a TV remote control [, ], different D
motion patterns are associated with each input option (e.g., TV channel), and the user’s
motion is tracked to determine which option they selected. While these methods provide
good results for D gesture recognition from a camera, they are limited to a fixed set of
motion patterns and their accuracy has not been evaluated when the user is not facing the
camera. On the other hand, identification applications are generally based on passively
correlating the motion seen from a camera to the motion sensed by inertial sensors, similar
to my work. These works focus on visual targets (i.e. people) with very distinct features
which makes the tracking and identification easier. For instance, a maximum a posteriori
formulation is proposed by [] in order to associate footage of people in a CCTV security
camera system with the inertial sensors on their phone. For a more robust identification,
RGB cameras can be fused with infrared depth sensors [, ], although these are prone
to outliers when interacting with glass, smoke or direct sunlight, which might be the case
in smart-buildings or emergency response scenarios with drones. To address the issue of
detecting the same people wearing different clothes on different days, [] examines RF
features that can help identify a cellphone (and thus their owner). However, these methods
can only provide person-level association accuracy and therefore fail to identify multiple
wearables on different parts of a user’s body.


4.4.2

Context-based Shared Physical State Estimation

Context-based methods rely on the fact that co-located devices can sense events occurring
in the shared physical world to remove the need for explicit user interaction [, , , ].
Because they require no active human interaction to extract shared physical features from
the environment, the process usually takes a long time (i.e. days), especially when the
frequency of detected events is low, as there is less opportunity to correlate co-sensed events.
Therefore, these approaches are only practical for groups of stationary devices, since they are
too slow to capture features from brief devices encounters such as a person walking along a
corridor, cars passing by a traffic light, etc. In this thesis, the proposed methodology aims
at specifying more concrete multi-modal sensing relationships to increase the frequency
and accuracy of shared physical features extraction.

4.5

Chapter Summary

Each sensing modality perceives the world from a different perspective, which makes it
challenging to determine whether two or more different sensing modalities sensed information about the same phenomena (e.g. a person walking around). While, with sufficient data,
a system could learn how specific events in one modality are perceived by other modalities,
the variability and amount of data required to train a robust model makes such approach not
only inefficient but often infeasible. For instance, asking elders in a nursing home to walk
along a corridor numerous times in diverse patterns in order to learn how footstep-induced
floor vibrations relate to visual features is highly impractical. Instead, proper modeling of
how a given phenomena is perceived through the different sensing modalities can lead to
successful extraction of shared physical state features, which is crucial for an accurate object
–person in this example– identification.
In this chapter I showed how the physics-guided multi-modal sensing methodology can
successfully tackle the shared physical state estimation problem, where common features
about a target’s motion can be extracted thanks to introducing a physical model that characterizes the perceived movement through each individual sensing modality. I demonstrated
how this can be achieved for the prevalent case of matching vision and kinematic sensing
features. First, I presented a D acceleration-based shared feature approach which can
correctly identify all  identical-looking drones in less than s. Then, I showed how a
D acceleration-based motion matching can achieve .% F pairing score by imposing


motion constraints on the user. Finally, I demonstrated an orientation-based shared physical
state estimation approach which overcomes the active user interaction requirements of the
previous acceleration-based methods. By estimating bone orientation for each pair of joints
from each person’s skeleton in a video, it achieves up to .% identification accuracy with
 devices worn on different parts of the users body.





Chapter 5
Enabling Collaborative Identification
by Modeling the Physical Relationship
between Multi-Modal Features
The previous chapter showed how to achieve collaborative multi-modal identification when
all modalities observe some common characteristic about the target objects (e.g. motion
features such as acceleration or orientation), but there are many scenarios where the different
sensing modalities do not observe any common characteristic (e.g. appearance vs weight).
This chapter concentrates on how to leverage additional physical insights about the targets
to enable collaborative identification when the extracted features are in a multi-modal –as
opposed to shared– domain. For example, even when the kinematic state of a target cannot
be measured, information such as the location and timing of an event that can be detected
from another modality (e.g. vision) can allow their partial identification estimates to be
combined. Furthermore, an understanding of the physical relationship between different
entities, such as the insight that people tend to grab objects with their hands, can be modeled
into the identification pipeline to further reduce the search space.
Sections .-. detail how the physical guided multi-modal sensing methodology is
applied to the example scenario of inventory monitoring in autonomous stores through
vision and weight sensors []. Then, Section . shows the performance of the proposed
solution under different levels of information availability for each of the sensing modalities.
Next, Section . covers existing techniques for item identification and how they fail to
effectively solve this problem. Finally, Section . provides a summary of the conclusions


on multi-modal feature fusion.

5.1

Motivating scenario: collaborative multi-modal feature fusion for autonomous retail

Traditional retail stores face significant labor costs to monitor shelf inventory regularly,
often postponing this operation until off-peak hours. Delays in inventory monitoring cause
high sales losses when a particular item is gone from the shelf though additional stock
existed in the warehouse. Ordinary convenience stores face out-of-shelf stockout rates
of -%, which results in a loss of up to % of sales []. In North America alone, this
accounts for approximately $  billion annual losses [].
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Figure 5.1: AIMS scenario and real implementation. Through weight sensors and cameras, the
goal is to autonomously detect and identify what item(s) customers take.



In order to address this issue, current approaches focus on three ways to monitor shelf
stock: manual, on-item tags, and vision-based sensing. Manual approaches are the norm
and mainly rely on visual inspection of the shelves to reorganize and restock when needed.
Employees bandwidth typically only allows for up to a few checks a day, leading to high
cost and minimal effectiveness especially in high traffic stores.
Other approaches use sensors on every item (e.g. RFID tags) to monitor remaining
stock of each product [, ]. However, the added cost of the tags together with the
labor cost of labeling every item make this approach impractical other than for highend goods []. More recently, cashier-less stores using a variety of sensors are being
explored. Most approaches still require human operators for proper functioning and have
highly constrained stocking requirements. While some stores are already operational, such
as Amazon Go [], their automated accuracy has not been revealed and several reports
point out that they heavily rely on employees watching the cameras to avoid low receipt
accuracy [, ].
In this chapter I present AIMS, an Autonomous Inventory Monitoring system which
tracks shelf-level stock in real-time as the customers pick up or return items. Using weight
sensors on each shelf, the system identifies the item being taken based on the location
and absolute weight change of an event, which is fused with visual object identification
once the item is in the customer’s hand. AIMS leverages physical knowledge about the
customer–shelf interaction to focus the attention of the visual classifier only on the item
being interacted with. We fully implemented AIMS on a  shelf setup with  cameras and
 weight plates. To evaluate the system in a real-world setting, we used  items from 
unique products and replicated the item layout of a local -Eleven. Therefore, the three
main contributions presented in this chapter are:
• AIMS, the first fully autonomous item inventory monitoring system without human-

in-the-loop (Section .). Furthermore, we also discuss our assumptions, hardware
and design considerations, useful for designing similar multi-modal systems.
• A collaborative multi-modal physical state fusion algorithm to combine information

from different sensing modalities, in particular shelf weight differential, visual inhand item recognition and prior knowledge of item layout (i.e. product location), in
Section ..
• Implementation and evaluation in a real-world market setup with  products repli-

cating the layout of a -Eleven store (Section .).


5.2

System Design

To the best of our knowledge, AIMS is the first fully autonomous item inventory monitoring
system without human-in-the-loop. This section provides our system design choices and
assumptions.

5.2.1

System Overview

Figure . shows AIMS’s system framework. It utilizes multi-modal sensing to improve
item identification accuracy. In particular, we focus on three sources of information: item
layout, weight and appearance. AIMS’s pipeline is triggered when a change in the total
weight of a shelf is detected. From that it extracts two features: the absolute weight difference
and the spatial distribution of the weight. The weight change-based prediction computes
the probability of each product class by comparing the absolute weight difference to each
product’s average weight. The location-based prediction computes the probability of each
product class by combining the spatial distribution of the weight change on the shelf
with prior knowledge of item layout. The vision-based prediction leverages human pose
estimation and background subtraction to focus the visual object classifier’s attention to
identify the object(s) in the customer’s hand. Finally, AIMS fuses all three predictions by
applying an adaptive weighted linear combination.

5.2.2

Assumptions

Handling all the intricacies and corner cases of a fully autonomous system for inventory
monitoring is a very challenging task. Given the early stage of the research in this domain,
we wanted to limit the scope in order to fully address the problem defined: handling pick up
and put back events under normal shopping behavior. While cultural, age, and other factors
impact what’s considered normal behavior, we observe some general trends on customers
shopping in convenience stores. We make the following assumptions in order to scope this
chapter:
. At any given time, at most one customer is interacting with a particular shelf.
Unlike big supermarkets, convenience stores are rarely crowded and observe a much
lower customer traffic. In addition, most customers shop individually and respect
other customers’ personal space –i.e., if someone is picking an item from the same
shelf they want an item from, they wait for the other customer to get their items first.
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This is a safe assumption given that shelves are typically only  to  feet long.
. Customers don’t place outside objects on shelves. It is common for customers to
enter the store carrying certain objects, such as a purse or a drink, but unless they are
purposefully trying to fool the autonomous system, they rarely leave anything on a
shelf that wasn’t picked inside the store. Therefore, while users are free to return items
they do not want anymore, AIMS can safely assume any put back event corresponds
to items from the inventory.
. Customers don’t alter items’ properties (weight or appearance) before putting
something back. For instance, our system assumes that customers won’t pick a bag
of chips, eat half of them and put them back on a shelf.
. Customers pick one item a time. When customers want multiple items from the
same shelf, it is uncommon to pick different items with each hand at the same time
–i.e., even if they use both hands, they usually pick a product with one first, then the
other, so AIMS would correctly flag them as two separate events. Note that this
assumption could be relaxed by considering all combinations of up to N items being
picked up, though N should be kept small to limit computational complexity.

5.2.3

Hardware design decisions

There are many design choices involved in the instrumentation of smart retail stores for
inventory monitoring. In this section, we discuss some insights we gained by implementing
AIMS and working with actual retailers, as well as the impact and tradeoffs of different
hardware approaches.
Weight sensing An interesting tradeoff to consider when instrumenting retail store
fixtures with weight load cells is the size of each weight-sensing plate, that is, the size of
each independent platform suspended over one or more weight sensors. On the one hand,
wider plates –e.g., one per shelf– means lower hardware cost and processing, but also lower
signal resolution (the load cells need to support a larger maximum capacity) as well as lower
spatial resolution (more items per plate, which increases the chances of having multiple
items with very similar weights). In Section . we explore the impact of different plate
sizes on AIMS’s accuracy.
Furthermore, weight plate size and design can have a big repercussion on item layout


flexibility, an often desired demand by retailers. Retailers’ profit margins are very low and
maximizing item density is of utter importance (see Figure . for an example of a typical
fixture layout in a convenience store). We therefore adopted a flexible hardware design that
can be easily mass-produced to bring costs down, as shown in Figure .. Our single-size
design consists of narrow weight plates (" width, divisible by the standard " fixture
length) laid contiguous to each other. This design has the added advantage that such small
weight plates won’t have as much weight on top, allowing for lower maximum capacity
load cells thus higher weight resolution (sub-gram) without requiring expensive ADCs
(Analog-to-Digital Converters). Moreover, Section .. details how AIMS handles cases
where items span across multiple weight plates (the weight difference in each individual
plate does not correspond to the total weight of the item, hence the product prediction has
to cluster neighboring weight cells into a single event for a correct item identification).
Vision sensing There are also many design considerations related to installing cameras in
retail stores, from camera specifications, to camera placement and even number of cameras
to deploy. As vision processing improves, camera specification constraints can be relaxed.
From our initial experiments, camera resolution doesn’t play a huge role (in fact most deep
learning networks downsize the input image to about - pixels wide for training and
computation efficiency purposes). As for frame rate, we have empirically observed -fps
to be enough to get at least one good frame of the item being picked. In addition, optimal
lighting might help get sharper and more consistent views of the products, but that is out of
the scope of this chapter.
Camera quantity and placement pose trade-offs worth exploring more in depth in
future work. Overall, the intuition is that by having multiple cameras spread across different
viewing angles, the system can minimize the likelihood of visual occlusions. While this is
true, the added hardware, setup, power and computational cost can dramatically impact the
benefits of autonomous inventory monitoring. For instance, the first Amazon Go [] store
in Seattle features hundreds of cameras –hanging from the ceiling, on top of each fixture
and even below each shelf– and still relies on a human-in-the-loop approach to resolve
uncertainties [, ]. From our initial experiments we empirically noticed weight sensors
to be a much more robust –and cheaper– predictor of what item was picked up or put back
on a shelf. Therefore, we do not consider shelf-mounted cameras in this work. Section ..
however analyzes the impact of any combination among four different camera placements
–top-down, sides and in front of each fixture– on AIMS’s accuracy.
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Figure 5.3: Aggregated weight sensed by each shelf during the first minute of one of our experiments
(raw in light blue, filtered in dark blue), as well as the events detected by AIMS (orange) and the
annotated ground-truth (purple).

5.2.4

Customer-shelf interaction detection

The first step in AIMS’s pipeline is to detect when an event took place (i.e., a customer
picked up or put back an item on a shelf). In our proposed system architecture, displayed
in Figure ., the processing of every change in the inventory starts with a weight change
trigger. After carefully analyzing some initial experiment data, we came to the conclusion
that, even during normal shopping behavior –i.e., customers not trying to fool the system–,
visual occlusions from hands or the body are highly likely (especially for smaller items),
which makes vision much less reliable than weight for triggering events. Unless someone
purposefully drops an object of similar weight as they pick an item from a shelf –which
would break Assumption –, the weight difference on the load sensors is generally enough
to detect an event.
There are numerous prior works to detect events based on weight change on a load
sensed surface [, ]. In essence these approaches compute the mean and variance of the
weight values over a sliding window, and classify the state as either stable –no interaction–
or active –an interaction is taking place– by comparing the moving variance to a threshold.
Once the state is back at stable, the mean weight before and after the active state is extracted


and reported as the weight difference of the event, where the sign indicates whether it was a
pick up or a put back.
Furthermore, inevitably –even with physical separation between the weight-sensing
plates– there might be cases where items lay on more than one plate. In those scenarios,
looking at the individual plate scale would yield erroneous weight difference values. Instead,
we aggregate all weight plates in each shelf and detect events at the shelf level. This also
makes the event detection more robust to light items laying on more than one plate –which
might go undetected at each individual plate, but would still provide a big enough change on
the aggregate moving variance and mean. See Figure ., which shows the shelf aggregated
weight data along with the weight moving variance, mean and the events detected.
n
Mathematically, let ws,p
define the weight on the pth weight plate on shelf s at discrete
time n. We compute the shelf ’s aggregated weight as:
n
wsn = ∑ p ws,p

(.)

Then, the shelf ’s aggregated moving mean and variance are, respectively, µsn and νsn :
µsn =
νsn =



n+Nw

 Nw + 

t=n−Nw

∑ wst

(.)

∑ ∣wst − µst ∣

(.)



n+Nw

 Nw + 

t=n−Nw

where Nw is the sliding window half-length in samples, which corresponds to .s in our
implementation ( Nw + =).
An event is detected according to Equations .:
Event begins on shelf s:

νst > εν ,

∀t ∈ [nb , nb +Nh )

(.a)

Event ends on shelf s:

νst ≤ εν ,

∀t ∈ (n e −Nl , n e ]

(.b)

Temporal consistency:

n e > nb

(.c)

where Nh and Nl correspond to the minimum length the weight variance has to exceed or
fall short of the threshold εν in order to detect the beginning and end of an event. Based on
some initial experiments we empirically set the values to Nh =Nl = (.s) and εν =. kg  .
Once an event has been detected, the Weight Change Event Detection module determines
the event weight difference ∆µ and the location –set of weight plates {ps }– according to


Equation .:
Event weight difference:
Event location:

∆µ = µsn e − µsnb

(.a)

nb
ne
∣ ≥ εµ}
− µs,p
L = { ps ∶ ∣ µs,p

(.b)

where ε µ indicates the minimum weight contribution of a single plate in order to be included
in the event, which we set to ε µ = g.

5.2.5

Vision event extraction

Understanding customer–item interactions and identifying the products picked from or
returned to a shelf from video streams is very computationally expensive (especially for
higher camera densities). For this reason, AIMS only saves a small buffer of recent history
and uses the Weight Change Event Detection trigger from Section .. to start analyzing
the images. For put back events we directly analyze the buffer as soon as an event is detected,
whereas for pick up events we delay the vision analysis until the oldest frame in the buffer
coincides with the event trigger, n e from Equation .b.
The Vision Event Extraction pipeline is divided in two sequential tasks: Vision Event
Preprocessing and Product Detections Spatial Selection. The former gathers different
sources of visual evidence and is composed of the Human Pose Estimation, Background
Subtraction and Product Detection & Classification modules. The latter then aggregates
all the information and determines which object detections to keep or reject based on the
customer’s hand location (See Figure .). As the output of the Vision Event Extraction
pipeline, those detections together with their associated product probabilities, are fed into
the Vision-based Item Identification module (Section ..) which tries to determine what
product was picked.
Vision Event Preprocessing Ideally, this step should only be comprised of Product Detection & Classification. However, visual object classifiers, such as [, ], provide a set
of (location, object class) for anything found on an image (i.e., they would also detect all
products on the shelves). In order to focus just on the item that was picked, the Vision
Event Preprocessing takes additional steps, as shown in Figure .. On the one hand, it performs Human Pose Estimation, a popular research topic in the Computer Vision literature
which tries to localize the joints of each person. There are many works in this domain such


(a) Human pose estimation lets us find the customer’s hand, where the visual classifier should look for items.

Lysol all purpose: 0.52

(b) We also apply background subtraction to the original image to avoid detecting items around the hand that
remained on the shelf.

Figure 5.4: Displayed in green: Rhc , which determines the boundary of the object classification
search.



Figure 5.5: Weight distribution of each product used in our experiments.

as [, , , ] which, through different approaches, are all quite mature and robust to
varying lighting conditions, clothing and even substantial occlusion. On the other hand,
leveraging the fact that cameras are stationary, Background Subtraction techniques such
as [] can be used to "hide" all the products that remain on the shelf and therefore focus
the attention of the visual classifier only on the moving foreground, where it can find the
item being taken or returned.
Product Detections Spatial Selection From the skeleton of the customers, the location
of their wrists represents a simple-yet-effective attention mechanism: by ignoring any
detections with centroids further away from the hand than a given threshold, AIMS
eliminates most detections of the object classifier that do not correspond to the item the
customer is picking or putting back. We call this threshold Rhc , for each camera c, and
pick its value empirically based on the camera–shelf distance. This spatial selection can be
very useful to complement Background Subtraction when there is more than one customer
moving in the scene or when the customer interacting with the shelf has products on the
other hand which they had previously picked.

5.2.6

Inventory prior knowledge

AIMS relies on three sources of information to produce an accurate estimate of what item
was returned or taken from a shelf by a customer. In order to do so, the system needs to
be informed about certain properties of each product. These models can be categorized
based on the source of information they provide: item layout (product location), weight
and appearance model.
Item layout model Item layout is a mapping between each product and their –initial–
location in the store. The granularity or resolution of this layout could dramatically vary


due to different factors, such as store size, complexity of the layout or even time and cost
associated with manual annotation. Let I represent the set of products in the inventory
and i ∈ I be any particular product (e.g., Scotch Brite sponge, Fabric Febreeze, etc.). In a
generic way, item layout can be defined as a function l (⋅) → {i ∈ I} that returns the set of
products expected to be found at any query location. The resolution of the item layout can
then be defined as the smallest change in location which yields a different value of l. Given
the narrow width of our weight plates, the highest resolution considered in this work is the
plate level: we constrain the query location to a given shelf s and plate p such that l (⋅) can
be rewritten as:
ls,p = {i ∈ I ∣ product i is stocked at plate p on shelf s}

(.)

This way, we can simulate lower spatial resolutions by recording the item layout at virtual
plates p′ that aggregate multiple real plates, e.g., as,p′ = as,p ∪ as,p ∪ as,p (we call p′ a bin of
width ). We evaluate the impact of three different levels of item layout granularity –plate,
half-shelf and shelf– in Section ... Throughout the chapter, we will refer to the item
layout model as:
L = {ls,p }, ∀s, ∀p
(.)
Item weight model In order to predict which product was picked, AIMS first needs to
have some knowledge about the weight distribution of each product in the inventory, W(i).
This one-time calibration step consists in weighing every item and then parametrizing the
distribution, which can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution (characterized by its
mean µ and standard deviation σ) as displayed in Figure .. The item weight model W is
therefore just a list of µ and σ pairs:
W = {(µ i , σi ) ∶ W(i) ∼ N (µ i , σi )} ,

∀i ∈ I

(.)

Note that in general, most products have a fairly consistent weight distribution, thus once
estimated, new items would not need to be weighed on restocking.
Item appearance model There are many ways to encode a visual representation of each
item, as discussed in Section ... Since the focus of this chapter is on how to combine
the different sources of information to produce an accurate product prediction and not
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Figure 5.6: An example of the data generation for training. We collected videos of the items from
three different angles shown in (a). (b) illustrates the view from one of camera angles. From (b)
we removed the background (c) and overlaid the cropped objects onto images from the COCO
Dataset [] (d). Finally, a Faster R-CNN [] model was trained with k images like (d).

in how to improve each source in particular, we follow state-of-the-art approaches for
modeling the visual appearance. That way, AIMS is not constrained to a particular object
detector and can directly benefit from any improvements in the state-of-the-art. Currently,
the best visual identification results are obtained through Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based models, such as the ones mentioned in Section .. [, , , ]. Training
these deep learning models to recognize different object classes –also known as instance
segmentation– requires a large data collection process. We provide more details of our
training implementation in Section .. and Figure .. In short, we collected  second
videos from multiple angles and distances of a single item of each product placed in a
turntable. Then, we cropped the product using background subtraction and, through
common data augmentation techniques, generated k multi-item images (like the ones on
Figure .d) for the network to learn a model of the visual appearance of each product.

5.3

Location, Weight and Vision Feature Fusion

The previous section described the item layout, weight and appearance models that AIMS
relies on. Here, we detail how each sensing modality leverages this inventory prior knowledge to identify the item being picked up or put back (Sections ..-..), and how these
sources of information are then all combined to emit the final product prediction (Section ..).



5.3.1

Location-based Item Identification

From the item layout model (L, Equations .-.) and the event location information
(L = {ps }, Equation .b), the Location-based Item Identification module estimates the
likelihood of the item in the event belonging to each product class, i ∈ I. A simple approach
would predict PL (i ∣ L, L) according to:
All items arranged at location L: LL = ⋃ ps ∈L ls,p
⎧
⎪
i ∈ LL
⎪ / ∣LL ∣
PL (i ∣ L, L) = ⎨
⎪
otherwise
⎪
⎩ 

(.a)
(.b)

where ∣LL ∣ indicates the number of different products stocked at the weight plates L ={ps }.
Note that since a location L might be composed of multiple plates, we first need to take the
union (Equation .a). Then, any item in the resulting set would have equal probability of
being picked, and any item outside of the event’s location would be ignored. However, such
approach would be disregarding some useful information: some plates may have observed
a much larger portion of the total weight change than others, and it is therefore more likely
that the item comes from those particular plates. For this reason, AIMS uses a weight
change-guided location-based item identification:

∑ ∣∆µs,p ∣
∥PL ∥ p ∶ i∈ls, p

(.a)

Normalization term: ∥PL ∥ = ∑ ∑ ∣∆µs,p ∣

(.b)

PL (i ∣ ∆µ, L) =

i

5.3.2

p ∶ i∈l s, p

Weight change-based Item Identification

Product prediction based on weight change is fairly straight-forward. The main idea is to
estimate how close the event’s weight change ∆µ is to the distribution of each product, given
by the item weight model. It is important to also account for the noise affecting the weight
sensor readings, which is generally approximated by a normal distribution with zero mean
and some standard deviation estimated empirically (σw =g in our experiments). Then, the
probability of the item belonging to each product class is determined by the overlapping
coefficient –area under the curves– between the weight distributions of each product and


the sensor readings:
∞

PW (i ∣ ∆µ, σw , W) =

∫ min { f (w ∣ µ , σ ), f (w ∣ ∣∆µ∣, σ )} dw
i

−∞

i

w

(.)

where f (w ∣ µ, σ  ) is the probability density function (pdf) of a normal distribution.

5.3.3 Vision-based Item Identification
While the Product Detections Spatial Selection module (Section ..) already determines
the set of detected objects with high probability of being on the customer’s hands, these
predictions need to be combined together –for all frames in the buffer– to output a single
probability value for each product class. Unlike weight and location, which are very hard
to occlude, visual classifiers often suffer from temporary occlusions –especially for smaller
items or when customers carry multiple items in their hand. As a consequence, simply
concatenating (i.e. multiplying) the logits (classification score) of all objects would lead
to undesired results, since an item not detected in a frame would end with a probability
of  regardless of how confident all other frames were. We instead propose using a noisy
OR model, which in essence computes the probability PV (i) that each product was seen by
taking the complement of the probability that the product was never seen. Mathematically,
let V represent the set of valid detections for the current event –output by the Product
Detections Spatial Selection module– and v i ∈ [, ] the classification score for each product
class i ∈ I, then:
PV (i ∣ V) =  − P(i not seen in V) =  − ∏  − v i

(.)

v∈V

This approach is also easy to extend to multi-camera deployments: given the detections V c
of each camera c ∈ C, the overall probability PV (i ∣ V c , . . . , V cC ) = PV (i ∣ ⋃c∈C V c )

5.3.4

Item identification combining all sensing modalities

AIMS’s last stage of the pipeline fuses all sources of information to emit a final product
prediction, and the one with the highest probability score will be selected. Following


Bayesian inference, this fusion would be mathematically described as:
P(i ∣ ∆µ, V C ) =

P(∆µ, ⋃c∈C V c ∣ i) ⋅ P(i)
∑i∈I P(∆µ, ⋃c∈C V c ∣ i) ⋅ P(i)

iˆMLE (∆µ, V C ) = arg max P(∆µ, V C ∣ i)
i

(.a)
(.b)

The main challenge in this sensor fusion arises from the difficulty of estimating the joint
conditional probability P(∆µ, V C ∣ i), since the visual features and the weight change may
not be conditionally independent on i. In this work, we approximate this likelihood as
a weighted linear combination of each individual sensor modality –weight and vision–
prediction. In general, information from weight modality (i.e., Location- and Weight
Change-based Item Identification) is a more robust product predictor –partially because it
is less affected by occlusions–, thus we assign it a higher relevance when alpha-blending
(α =. gave us the best results). It is also worth noting that, as discussed in Section ..,
cameras can be occluded, lighting conditions may change, etc. therefore an object not
being seen should not result in a final probability of . For these reasons, AIMS sums both
modalities predictions instead of multiplying to fuse them. Furthermore, while our vision
pipeline tries to ensure that only the item being picked or put back is seen by the Product
Detection & Classification module, it may happen that several object detections get selected
by the Product Detections Spatial Selection (e.g., when the customer has other items in their
hand). In those cases, it doesn’t make sense that probabilities add up to  (e.g. % confident
that it saw  objects), but rather that each product was seen with probability . Consequently,
AIMS does not normalize the vision product predictions before alpha blending. Therefore
Equation .b becomes:
i
Pweight
=

PL (i ∣ ∆µ, L) ⋅ PW (i ∣ ∆µ, σw , W)
∑i PL (i ∣ ∆µ, L) ⋅ PW (i ∣ ∆µ, σw , W)

(.a)

i
Pvision
= PV (i ∣ V)

(.b)

Pfusion = α Pweight + ( − α) Pvision

(.c)

i
iˆMLE = arg max Pfusion

(.d)

i

where iˆMLE is the product predicted for the event.



5.4

Evaluation

This Section presents our implementation of AIMS, the experimentation setup, the metrics
used to evaluate the performance of different approaches, and the actual experiment results.

5.4.1

System Implementation

Our system utilizes a large array of weight and vision sensors. Below we describe the
details about our hardware implementation and training procedure, followed by how the
experiments were carried out and the evaluation metrics.
In order to understand the effect of having weight sensors at different spatial resolutions,
we designed narrow (") weight plates which fit nicely on standard " shelves used by
many retailers. This allows us to simulate plates of different widths (which we call bins) and
evaluate the bin size parameter.
For vision sensors, we utilized p IP cameras and wrote scripts to record all video and
weight data to disk. Although we process the results offline, our algorithms run in real-time
on a cluster of  Nvidia GeForce GTX  GPUs for our vision pipeline –the computation
required for the weight change- and location-based predictions is negligible.
As Figure . shows, in order to fully evaluate a real-world setup, we went to a local
-Eleven convenience store, purchased all items on a fixture (Fig. .a) and arranged them
in the same manner on our shelves (Fig. .b). In the process, we initialized our system by:
. Weighed every item and fitted a Normal distribution to generate the item weight
model (displayed on Fig. .).
. Marked what items lie on what plates (e.g.,  is stocked on plates  and  on shelf )
to generate the item layout model.
. We replicated []’s approach for training the visual product recognition pipeline.
While rotating ○ on a white turntable (facilitates background removal), three
cameras at different angles and distances simultaneously recorded an item of each
product class, placed on its back as well as front side. From those videos, the items
could be segmented out and overlaid on top of random images in random positions,
sizes, rotations, etc. (see Figure .). We pre-trained a Faster R-CNN [] model
(using ResNet- and FPN) on []’s dataset, trimmed the last (classification) layer,
changed the number of output classes to + (background) and trained on our
dataset of k images generated from such cropped products.


(a) -Eleven

(b) AIMS

Figure 5.7: In order to follow a realistic item layout and understand potential failure cases in real
deployments, we replicated the layout of a -Eleven store.

Experiment Settings

We designed our experiments to try to simulate a real shopping experience where customers
have a notion of what they want to purchase but may not know where items are located.
Our  participants had never seen this item layout and, at the beginning of each trial (
repetitions per person) they were given a randomly generated shopping list with  to 
items (repetitions allowed). To incentivize the presence of some put back events, with %
probability subjects were asked to return one of their items (without specifying where they
should put it). Participants were instructed to leave the experiment area once they thought
they had collected all items in their list. We set up the  cameras to cover the fixture (set of
shelves) from all the main angles: top-down, in front and both sides, as shown in Figure ..


Metrics
The main area this chapter tackles is item identification. We define the average item identification accuracy, Avg. ID accuracy for short, as:
Avg. ID accuracy =

# correct items predicted
(%)
# events

(.)

Its complement, the average identification error, can then be easily defined as:
Avg. ID error =

# incorrect predictions
(%)
# events

(.)

It is worth noting that the whole framework relies on a successful event detection, that is,
missing an event or detecting two consecutive events as a single event would have a direct
negative impact in the identification accuracy. However, since event detection accuracy
tends to be high and it is out of scope for this work, we focus on the evaluation of item
identification (measured by the Avg. ID accuracy). In the next subsection, we analyze our
experiment results and the dependency of AIMS’s Avg. ID accuracy on different system
parameters.

5.4.2

Real-world experiments

In order to fully evaluate the system in a real-world setting, we conducted the “-Eleven
fixture” experiments described above, and present the results here. We want to understand
how the resolution or amount of information on a given sensing modality affects the
identification performance.
For weight sensing, one of the system parameters that impacts the spatial resolution
is the bin width. As a reminder from Figure ., we refer to a bin as a virtual plate that
aggregates (sums) multiple real plates, where bin width indicates how many plates make up
a bin. In Figure ., we can see how location-based (PL , in light brown) item identification
suffers the most as bins get wider –and therefore more items lie inside– dropping from
.% at bin width  to .% when we only have one plate per shelf (bin width ). On the
other hand, weight change-based (PW , in orange) identification is independent on the bin
width, since it only takes as input the total weight change on the whole shelf. Of course,
some items are very close in weight to others (see Fig. .) so only relying on the absolute
weight change yields an accuracy of .%. By combining these two weight sensing-based
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Figure 5.8: Item identification accuracy for different bin widths. Performance –slowly– degrades as
the bin width (i.e., how many weight plates make a virtual plate) increases.

sources of information (Pweight = PL ⋅ PW , in brown), the accuracy rises to .% and the
impact of larger bin widths is reduced, only dropping to .% for bin width . Finally, as
we investigate deeper below, fusing the weight with visual information (Pfusion , in blue) can
bump the accuracy all the way to .% for bin width  (slightly higher than bin width ,
and corresponds to the width of most of the items in the inventory).
However, it isn’t only bin width that affects weight-based predictions. The resolution of
the item layout model, L, can also significantly impact performance. As shown in Figure .,
we consider three different resolutions: plate-level (L contains which items could be located
at each individual plate), half-shelf-level (L only records which items lie on the left  or
right  plates of each shelf) and shelf-level (L only logs the product–shelf mappings). What
we observe is that a half-shelf layout model is almost as good as the plate-level layout (.%
vs .% for AIMS’s fusion or .% vs .% for weight-based), while requiring a lot less
effort to generate and maintain. On the other hand, when the item layout resolution is at
the shelf level, the accuracy drops to .% and .% respectively, a likely unacceptable
level for real deployments.
Figure . explores the benefits of using different amounts and combinations of cameras.
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Figure 5.9: Item identification accuracy for different resolutions of item layout (i.e., how knowing
what products are in each plate, in every half-shelf or only in every shelf affects performance).
Half-shelf offers a great compromise between accuracy and effort to fill out the item layout model.
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Figure 5.10: Item identification accuracy for different camera combinations (Left, Right, Top, Back
[see Fig .]). With only Left+Right AIMS already achieves highest accuracy (.%).
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Figure 5.11: Item identification error for different bin widths. Note the reduction in error when
vision assists weight (AIMS, blue, is consistently better than no fusion, brown). Furthermore,
having  or more bins per shelf improves performance over existing self-checkout solutions.

For short, we refer to them as Left, Right, Top and Back (their exact location with respect
to the shelves can be seen in Figure .). For this comparison, we use two different baselines
for vision-based item identification:
a) Simply taking the arg max on PV (dark red), which often contains multiple items with
probability  –and would report a lower accuracy.
b) Thresholding on PV , e.g., considering an event was correctly identified as long as
the ground-truth product had a . or higher visual score –which captures better
whether vision would help the fusion or not.
From the results it is interesting to observe that just using Left and Right cameras already
leads to the highest fusion score of .%. It is also worth noting that the low vision-based
accuracies reported here are a combination of multiple factors: the domain adaptation
gap between the lighting and environmental conditions where the item appearance model
was collected and the experiments were conducted, the imperfections on the background
subtraction to crop the items and the difficulty of focusing the attention of the visual
classifier on the item in the customer’s hands, to name a few. But even with this big room
for improvement, AIMS’s fusion approach still can extract useful visual information and
achieve up to % higher accuracy than without cameras bringing the accuracy up to %,
which reduces error from  to % (Figure .), a % reduction in error. This is also an
improvement over the reported accuracy of current self-checkout systems, which can give
results of only % [] and still is widely used in retail stores.


5.5

Related Work

There exists a significant amount of work in collaborative multi-modal feature fusion in
general, and object identification from weight as well as appearance features in particular,
though most focus on only one sensing modality. While there are solutions that can successfully identify objects solely by their weight, they fall short in tackling the inventory
monitoring domain, where many sets of products weigh similarly (e.g., soft drinks, energy
bars). Although vision-based object identification would be able to tackle the above cases
when their packaging is different, the convenience retail market is filled with similar-looking
items that have distinct content (e.g. any yogurt vs. its fat-free version). None of these solutions, alone, is capable of fully addressing the autonomous inventory monitoring problem
due to the nature of the sensing modalities and the complexity of the environment, which
motivates the need for a multi-modal fusion scheme like the one proposed in this chapter.
Section .. first discusses existing work in multi-modal feature fusion. Then, Sections .. and .. cover the state-of-the-art in weight- and vision-based object identification, respectively, and their individual limitations.

5.5.1

Multi-modal feature fusion

Multi-modal feature fusion is a complex problem that has attracted a lot of efforts in many
fields, such as Robotics, Computer Vision and Human-Computer Interaction. In some
scenarios, the relationship between different sensing modalities can be derived with a
physical model, such as the orientation filter from accelerometer and gyroscope data [,
]. Another common approach for sensor fusion relies on variations of the Kalman
Filter [, ] to reduce the noise in the fused measurements.
However, it is often challenging to derive mathematical relationships between certain
modalities. For instance, vision problems frequently seek to combine appearance, speech,
metadata, activity recognition and other sources of information to produce a particular
classification result. Existing work has attempted different approaches to aggregate the
partial features of each individual modality. Common solutions include the design of a
Bayesian Network for feature fusion [], utilizing a mixture of experts via training a gating
network [], serial [, ] or parallel [] linear combination of individual features, and
projecting the partial predictions to a common feature space [, ]. While they have
different pros and cons, for the particular scenario of autonomous retail the amount of


labeled data needed to train most of these networks might be a significant downside, which
is when a physics-guided collaborative multi-modal fusion scheme can prove to be very
useful.

5.5.2 Weight-based object identification
The location of an event is a key piece of information to understand what object was picked
–or placed– and is used by most prior works to complement the magnitude of the total
change in weight. Different hardware approaches have been proposed to measure the weight
on a surface and identify objects placed on it. A common solution consists in instrumenting
a platform, such as a table or a shelf, with multiple load cells to measure the total weight of
the objects on the platform [, , ]. While this makes it possible to identify objects by
tracking changes in the total weight, it cannot handle cases where certain object weights are
multiples of each other. In addition, location information can only be retrieved during an
event and for that particular object.
To overcome these limitations, some stock-level monitoring approaches rely on capacitive weight-sensing mats [, , , , , ]. By measuring the change in capacitance
between two parallel plates, these works analyze the presence, absence or shape of individual
items to identify and count them. However, such approaches become hard to utilize when
the sensing material is facing the harsh environment of an operating convenience store:
liquids spilling, continuous impact, friction, permanent deformations and cost dramatically
constrain their practicality in a store setting.
Finally, a small subset of prior works have attempted to complement weight sensing with
vision, for applications such as grocery re-identification in a fridge []. Despite the small
scale and highly controlled environment, these works indicate the benefits of multi-modal
sensing for item identification.

5.5.3 Vision-based object identification
There are two major approaches for visual object identification:
Traditional feature-based techniques, such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [],
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [] and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [],
rely on different sets of features designed to extract meaningful characteristics of regions in
an image, which allows to detect and classify objects. In practice, these approaches involve a


high degree of parameter tuning, limiting their scalability and adaptability to new scenarios
–such as different lighting conditions or camera angles.
On the other hand, Deep Learning techniques try to overcome this issue with a datadriven approach. Mask R-CNN [], Fast R-CNN [], Faster R-CNN [], Yolo [], all
leverage huge amounts of data to generalize the characteristics of the objects to be identified.
While in theory they should not require human input, the training procedure still involves
some hyper-parameter tuning. In addition, in order to achieve high accuracy levels, these
models require thousands of images of each object, under different conditions, with different
backgrounds and from different angles.
In the retail domain, several prior works have tackled the item identification problem [,
, , ] but current state-of-the-art is still limited in accuracy due to the great similarity
in appearance across products (e.g., chocolate bars of the same brand with different sizes,
flavors or textures). On top of that, none of these works take videos as input, meaning an
added layer of scene understanding is required in order to figure out which of the detected
products is the one the customer took (vs. products which remain on the shelf).

5.6 Chapter Summary
While some multi-modal sensor combinations allow identification features to be extracted
on a shared physical domain (e.g. acceleration), many other combinations of multi-modal
sensors do not share an overlap of physical magnitudes that can be measured by all devices,
such as cameras and weight load cells. In these scenarios, the proposed physics-guided
multi-modal sensing methodology plays a huge role by guiding a successful multi-modal
feature fusion based on modeling key physical insights. For instance, in an automated store
with hundreds or thousands of different products, the identification search space is huge,
especially if customers pick more than one item at a time, as the number of combinations
quickly explodes. However, exploiting the insight that both vision and pressure sensors
can infer the physical location of a pickup event and utilizing this observation to guide
the multi-modal physical state fusion, the search space can be dramatically reduced to
successfully identify which item(s) were taken by the customer. Additional insights, such
as realizing that customers pick items with their hands, can further narrow the feature
extraction and fusion search space by focusing the attention on the parts of the signal(s)
that matter for identification.


In our experiments with  human subjects shopping from a total of  items – unique
products– laid out by carefully mimicking a local convenience store’s layout, our collaborative multi-modal physical feature fusion approach, AIMS, obtained an identification
accuracy of .% over the total  shopping events registered. The results show a .× reduction in identification error with respect to single-modal identification (weight only) and
a × lower error with respect to the best documented automated approach (self-checkout).





Chapter 6
Improving Identification Accuracy,
Time and Feature Extraction through a
Feedback Mechanism
The experiment results in the previous two chapters face a limitation –common to almost
any sensing-based inference system– of the collaborative multi-modal identification: the
performance is bounded by the quality, in a broad sense, of the information contained in
the raw signals as well as in the models utilized for feature extraction. For example, if targets
are identified based on motion features and two objects move similarly –or even worse,
don’t move at all– the system doesn’t have enough information to determine their identity.
In a sense, this lack of uniqueness can be seen as a low data quality scenario, which could be
improved by actuating on the targets so their motion features would be easier to tell apart.
Similarly, if the kinematic model makes certain assumptions on the targets motion, or if
the appearance model regularly misclassifies objects, even a perfect multi-modal feature
fusion would underperform.
This chapter therefore proposes the design of a feedback mechanism which leverages
object identification estimates and their confidence to iteratively improve the quality of the
feature extraction for future identifications. First, Section . concentrates on improving
feature distinctiveness by suggesting the targets unique motion patterns to follow [].
Essentially, it details how to generate optimal actuation commands, both in terms of achieving very fast identification as well as guaranteeing target constraints are met (e.g. avoid
getting too close to other targets or obstacles) despite the identity of which target will receive


which command being uncertain. Then, Section . discusses how the feature extraction
models themselves can be updated when other complementary sensing modalities are very
confident of the object’s identity, which can be used, for instance, for domain adaptation
when deploying on different environments [] or sensor auto-calibration.

6.1

Improving object identification through a motion
actuation feedback loop

One of the most universal type of features that can be used to identify a set of objects across
multiple sensing modalities is through object motion or trajectory correlation. However,
motion similarity metrics, such as the one introduced in Section .., can only distinguish
the targets if their movements are different: for instance, if all drones in a swarm are hovering
–or landed–, they will produce very similar acceleration measurements, resulting in low
confidence for any ID assignment. The idea behind the Actuation Feedback module is to
periodically issue a motion command for each target (e.g. drone in our example), such that
the ambiguity in their observed motion signals (and therefore identity) can be resolved. In
general, the more unique each target’s pattern is compared to all other targets, the faster they
can all be identified. However, as Section .. shows, simple actuation patterns like N-ary
search or random motion lead to high number of collisions among the drones themselves
or with the environment (e.g., walls). The main challenge resides in the fact that, because
the real identity of each drone in the image is initially unknown, we cannot predict who
will receive each command and therefore cannot help them avoid obstacles or each other.
Instead, we formulate the problem that uses the current belief of each object’s identity, Θt ,
when generating the next command for each drone (Section ..). That is to say, the system
uses each object’s position in the image to compute a set of collision risk constraints. Due to
the factorial complexity of the number of possible identity combinations, we propose an
approximation technique which allows the actuation feedback mechanism to run in realtime. Finally, for the first few iterations in which all N! combinations have roughly the same
likelihood and therefore the mentioned approximation is far from optimal, Section ..
describes a safety-biased actuation approach that generates some initial uniqueness in the
motion of each drone while strongly reducing the risk of collisions.



6.1.1

Problem Formulation: Optimal Command Generation

The actuation feedback loop can be regarded as an entropy generation mechanism, which
ensures the identification through motion matching will converge to the true solution
by forcing drones to move in specific patterns and therefore resolving ambiguities. The
system periodically (every TW seconds) issues a set of actuation commands ∆ to the drones,
expressed in world-centric Cartesian coordinates:
⎡∆x ∆x . . . ∆x ⎤

N⎥
⎢ 
⎢
⎥
⎢
∆ = ⎢∆y ∆y . . . ∆yN ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ∆z ∆z . . . ∆zN ⎥
⎣
⎦

(.)

where each column ∆∶, j indicates how much should drone D j move during the next TW
interval in the North-South, East-West, and Up-Down directions respectively.
Optimization goal: maximize the likelihood of the ID assignment Let us define
the likelihood L of an identity assignment α t as:
t
L(α t ) = ∏ P̂(Ei ↔ Dα i )t = ∏ θ i,α
i
i ∈ ∶M

i ∈ ∶M

(.)

which in a way captures the strength in the belief of a proposed assignment α t . For instance:
initially, IDrone has no information of which drone in the camera correspond to which
physical ID. (The prior matrix Θ is initialized to /N for all entries) so the likelihood of
any assignment is (/N)M . On the other hand, after enough data has been seen, Θ ideally
converges to some permutation of the identity matrix (meaning for each Ei , P̂(Ei ↔ D j )t
is  for some j and  for all others). In this case, L(α t ) = . Therefore, the goal of the
command generation is to increase the likelihood of the ID assignment, L(α t+ ∣∆t ), as
much as possible.
In order to find a command that maximizes the likelihood of the ID assignment, we
need to be able to predict how such command is going to affect the posterior matrix Θ̂ t+ ,
since that will determine the predicted new likelihood L̂(α t+ ∣∆ t ). For a given command
∆ t and assignment α t , the trajectories followed by each drone during the following TW
interval can be predicted according to some predefined motion model (e.g., constant linear
speed). In most drone controllers the motion model can be specified along with the new
waypoint when sending a command. We suggest using an ease-in, ease-out linear path to


avoid unfeasible acceleration demands in the event that two consecutive commands request
a drone to move fast in very different directions (although this could be expressed as an
additional optimization constraint).
Having settled on a motion model, the position and therefore acceleration of each
W
W
drone during the following TW interval can be predicted. Once âEt∶t+T
and âDt∶t+T
are
i
j
computed according to the motion model, an iteration of the Bayesian framework detailed
in Section .. would be performed to predict Θ̂t+ and, using Equation ., L̂(α t+ ∣∆ t ).
Optimization constraints: avoid crashes among drones and with the environment
Spoter drones can find M drones in its camera image and localize them in D with respect
to itself (as discussed in Section ..). First, there are several ways to find and localize
the M drones in D, such as knowing the dimensions of the worker drones or relying on
ranging technologies like LiDAR. Let the xM Γ matrix represent the position of all the
workers being tracked, already transformed to world-centric coordinates (by taking into
account the spotter’s world-centric position and its camera’s orientation):
⎡x x . . . x ⎤
M⎥
⎢  
⎢
⎥
Γ = ⎢⎢ y y . . . yM ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ z z . . . zM ⎥
⎣
⎦

(.)

where each column Γ∶,i indicates the location of drone Ei in the North-South, East-West,
and Up-Down axes respectively.
Then, given a command ∆ t and an assignment α t , a risk of collision R can be defined to
indicate a risk score that accounts for the possibility of collision between two drones or a
drone and an obstacle (e.g., wall). Typically, this score is a function of the distance between
both objects. In fact, we use the negative distance, so that larger distances imply lower
risk. For higher accuracy, multiple points along each drone’s trajectory could be sampled,
keeping the highest risk score along the path as the score for the whole TW interval. In
our experiments and simulations, we observed that for small TW intervals ( s) and small
maximum speeds ( m/s), sampling the end point of the trajectory is enough to realistically
estimate the risk of collision. Therefore, we define the risk of collision between two drones
as:
R(Ei , E j ∣ ∆ t , α t ) = −∥Γ∶,it+ − Γ∶,t+
j ∥=
t
t
−∥(Γ∶,it + ∆∶,α
) − (Γ∶,t j + ∆∶,α
)∥
i
j



(.)

Risk of collision against round obstacles can be defined as a simplified version of Equation ., where the second term is constant since obstacles are stationary. For planar
obstacles such as walls, however, the drone-plane distance needs to be multiplied by the
sign of the dot product with the normal vector in order to avoid commands going through
walls. Let Wk be a wall, let PWk be any point on it and let nWk be its normal vector pointing
ÐÐÐ→
towards the inside of the room. Then, we can construct the vector Γ∶,i PWk going from drone
Ei (located at Γ∶,i ) to such wall Wk . From basic Linear Algebra we know that given two
ˆ Therefore, sign(u ⋅ v) = sign(cos (uv)),
ˆ
vectors u and v: u ⋅ v = ∥u∥∥v∥ cos (uv).
which is
positive for angles smaller than ○ . Finally, we can define the risk of collision between a
drone and a wall as:
ÐÐÐÐ→
R(Ei , Wk ∣ ∆ t , α t ) = sign(nWk ⋅ Γ∶,it+ PWk ) dist(Ei , Wk ) =
t
t
− PWk )∥
sign(nWk ⋅ (Γ∶,it + ∆∶,α
− PWk )) ∥nWk ⋅ (Γ∶,it + ∆∶,α
i
i

(.)

Now that the risk of collision among drones and between drones and obstacles have
been defined, we can enumerate the risk-related optimization constraints:
R(Ei , E j ∣ ∆ t , α t ) ≤ є R

 ≤ i, j ≤ M, i ≠ j

(.)

R(Ei , Wk ∣ ∆t , α t ) ≤ є R

 ≤ i ≤ M, ∀k

(.)

where є R indicates the maximum risk tolerance. In practice, it is intuitive to define a distance
d col specifying a collision threshold (e.g., cm). Since we defined the risk function to be
the negative distance (so larger distances imply lower risk), we would set є R = −d col .
Finally, we need to define one last constraint to ensure the command ∆ t is feasible in
practice. Let v max denote the maximum speed the drones can reach. Then, each individual
command ∆∶,i must have a limited maximum displacement:
∥∆∶,i ∥ ≤ v max ⋅ TW

≤i≤N

(.)

Optimization formulation The process described so far to find an optimal command
takes into account the current estimate of the ID assignment α t . However, such assignment
may not necessarily be the correct one (especially during the first few iterations). To solve
this, we could take into account any possible Ei ↔ D j assignment combination, find the
optimal command for such scenario, and combine all results together by linearly weighting


each command based on the likelihood L of such combination. We will use left subscripts
to indicate the index of the combination, e.g., a α t , with index a ranging from  to (N!).
We first formally define the function O(∆ t ∣ a α t ), which finds the optimal command
that would maximize the likelihood during the next iteration, assuming the assignment a α t
is correct:
O(∆ t ∣ a α t ) = arg max L̂(a α t+ ∣∆ t )
∆t

subj. to

R(Ei , E j ∣ ∆ t , a α t ) ≤ є R
t

∀i, j∶ i ≠ j

t

(.)

R(Ei , Wk ∣ ∆ , a α ) ≤ є R ∀i, k
∥∆∶,i ∥ ≤ v max ⋅ TW

∀i

Finally, the actuation feedback mechanism chooses a command ∆ t by combining the
optimal command for each possible ID assignment a α as previously described:
∆t =

∑a O(∆ t ∣ a α t ) ⋅ L̂(a α t )
∑a L̂(a α t )

(.)

Balancing optimality and computation cost While so far we have described the overall framework to choose the optimal actuation command ∆t every TW interval, there are two
caveats with this approach. In this subsection we propose a way to deal with the feasibility
or computational cost of Equation .. As mentioned earlier, the number of possible ID
assignments grows in a super-exponentially (factorial) manner. For reference, there are
over  million combinations for just  drones and over  possible assignments for .
Obviously, the computation power required to optimize the command in real-time every
TW seconds would be impractical. However, we observe that most of the time only a very
small portion of the combinations have a big enough weight (likelihood) to make an impact
in the final command issued. Therefore, we introduce an approximation technique which
only takes into account the most likely combinations thus greatly reducing the computation
cost.
The main idea is to rank all possible assignment combinations by their likelihood (see
Equation .) and only consider the top k α . While Equation . uses the Hungarian
assignment algorithm [] to find the most likely assignment,  α t , in polynomial time
O(N ), that is not enough to compute the consecutive most likely assignments:  α t ,  α t ,
and so on up to k α α t . We use an extension of the Hungarian algorithm[] to search for


the k α most-likely assignments, which requires  + (N − ) + (N − ) + ... + (N − k α + )
executions of the regular Hungarian algorithm to compute. This approximation therefore
takes O(N ⋅ k α ) Hungarian algorithm calls, that is, it runs in O(N ) time, meaning it can
be implemented in real-time for large swarms of drones.

6.1.2 Safety-biased Algorithm for the Initial Stage
While the approximation technique previously described works well when the system is
already biased towards a small number of possible assignments, the approximated command
is far from the theoretical one when most combinations have similar likelihood. The main
scenario when this situation takes place is during the first few iterations of the algorithm.
Initially, all elements in the Θ matrix contain the value /N, hence the likelihood L of any
ID assignment is the same: L( α  ) = L( α  ) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = L((N!) α  ) = (/N)M . It is obvious to
see that the approximation would only consider k α << N! combinations, and therefore the
command is likely to be far from optimal both in terms of uniqueness as well as risk of
collision.
Instead, we propose a two-phase actuation algorithm, in which the first stage optimizes
for drone "safety" while still trying to create some uniqueness in their motion, and the
second stage is the optimization described in Section .., which maximizes the uniqueness
while constraining the risk of collision.
The main idea in the safety-based actuation is to find the direction of motion that
induces the smallest risk of collision (e.g., perpendicular to the two closest drones so they
don’t get even closer) and have all drones move in that same direction, but by different (random) amounts. That way, the ones traveling further distances will have higher-amplitude
accelerations which, after a few iterations of this process, will allow IDrone to find unique
motion patterns and bias towards the true ID assignment. Algorithm  details how to find
such direction dsafer from the current drone positions and wall locations. In addition, function computeMaxAmplitude, shows how to determine the maximum motion amplitude,
t , each drone may move in the +d
∥∆∶,i ∥max
safer and −d safer direction.
Although an adaptive approach to decide when to use each actuation mechanism could
lead to even more optimal results, we empirically observe that switching to the optimization
from Section .. after  TW intervals of safety-based actuation produces great results, as it
is enough to bias the system towards the few most likely assignments.


ALGORITHM 1: Find lowest-risky direction of motion
Input: Current drone positions, Γ t , and wall information, {point PW k and normal vector nW k for each
wall W k }
Output: A vector dsafer and the pair (∆+ , ∆− ) indicating how much in the +dsafer and −dsafer direction
it is safe to move
t − Γ t ∥, ∀i, j
pairs of drone-drone distances in Γ t ;
// ∥Γ∶,i
Ddrone-drone ← Compute all N⋅(N−)
∶, j

t
Ddrone-walls ← Compute all W k ⋅N drone-wall distances from Γ , {PW k , nW k };
t − P )⊺ ⋅ n ], ∀i, k
// projnW [(Γ∶,i
Wk
Wk
k

DS ← Sort ascending [Ddrone-drone , Ddrone-wall ];
// Rank distances from smallest to largest
(drisk , t y perisk ) ← getRiskInfo(DS[], Ddrone-drone , Ddrone-wall );
repeat
D ← D[ ∶ end];
// Pop D[] out of the array so it is not considered again
(drisk , t y perisk ) ← getRiskInfo(DS[], Ddrone-drone , Ddrone-wall );
until drisk1 ∦ drisk2 ;
if t y perisk1 == t y perisk2 =="drone-drone" then
dsafer ← drisk × drisk ; // Safest direction is perpendicular to the two shortest drone-drone
vectors

else if t y perisk1 == t y perisk2 =="drone-wall" then
∥d risk ∥
risk ∥
d
+ ∥d
drisk ; // Safest direction is a linear combination away from both
dsafer ← ∥d
∥d risk ∥ risk
risk ∥
walls

else
dsafer ← Project driskWall onto a plane with normal vector driskDrone ;
end
return (dsafer , computeMaxAmplitude(dsafer , Γ t , W));
Function getRiskInfo(d  , Ddrone-drone , Ddrone-walls ) :
if d  ∈ Ddrone-drone then
(i, j) ← Retrieve drone IDs that originated d  ;
return (Γ∶,t i − Γ∶,t j , "drone-drone");
// Return the vector containing the drone-drone
direction

else
k = Retrieve Wall ID that originated d  ;
return (d  ⋅nW k , "drone-wall"); // Return a vector pointing away from the wall, scaled by
d

end
Function computeMaxAmplitude(dsafer , Γ t , W) :
dsafer ← ∥ddsafer
; ∆+ ← ∞; ∆− ← ∞; // (∆+ , ∆− ) indicate how much in +dsafer and −dsafer it is
safer ∥
safe to move

for i ←  to N do
λ D ← Intersect line {Γ∶,it , dsafer } with every sphere {Γ∶,t j , d col }, ∀ j ∈ [i+, N]; // Avoid getting
closer than d col

λ W ← Intersect line {Γ∶,it , dsafer } with every plane W k shifted inwards by d col ;

// ...to any

wall or drone

λ+ ← [λ D j , λ Wk ],
+dsafer dir.

∀λ D j > , ∀λ Wk > ;

// Separate all λ into the ones going in the

(λ+ )

λ− ← [λ D j , λ Wk ], ∀λ D j < , ∀λ Wk < ; // ...and the ones going in the -dsafer dir. (λ− )
∆+ ← min(∆+ , min(λ+ )); ∆− ← min(∆− , min(∣λ− ∣)); // Update maximum safe amplitude
end
return (∆+ , ∆− );



6.1.3 Evaluation
Following the same experiment setup, evaluation metrics and system parameters from
Section .., this subsection focuses on the evaluation of different actuation methods and
their impact on identification time, accuracy and collision risk. Results in Section ..
demonstrated that active movement can effectively increase the identification accuracy.
While random motion leads to very short identification times, the extremely low drone
survival rate makes it undesirable for most scenarios. A much safer approach would be to
have the drones take off in order, one at a time, to easily know all of their identities and avoid
them flying into each other. However, this actuation method would take O(N) to solve the
identification problem. Instead, our actuation algorithm uses the optimization described in
Section .. to identify all drones in fewer iterations, while still avoiding crashes. Therefore,
to understand the effect of different types of motion actuation, we compare in this section
three scenarios, where the drones conduct ) random movements (as in Section ..),
) one-by-one actuation, or ) our algorithm, IDrone.
Real-world Experiment
We present the results from our real-world experiments in Figure .a. The top subfigure
shows the identification accuracy as a function of time, while the bottom one displays the
average survival rate (percentage of drones that still have not crashed) as a function of time.
Note that again, we perform the experiments in a xxm space with N = . We compare
each of the three actuation methods described before.
Random Actuation In this scenario, we fly one drone at a time in order to avoid dronedrone collisions. We place it at a random position on the floor and fly it around the room
by sending random motion commands (of constrained maximum displacement given
Equation .). In order to avoid the initial command requesting a negative displacement in
the vertical axis (i.e., wanting to go through the floor), the first command always makes
them take off and fly up to half the ceiling height; from then on, every TW they move in a
random D direction by a random amount. We present the results in blue in Figure .a,
and the identification accuracy and time are the same as in Fig. .a. However, the number
of collisions is extremely high (on average, only % of the drones would not have crashed
after s), which motivates the remaining two actuation approaches.
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Figure 6.1: Identification accuracy (and time) and survival rate of different actuation mechanisms,
ranging from completely random motion (ID time = -s, survival rate < %), actuating one at a
time (ID time = Ns, survival rate -%), or using our proposed optimization approach (ID time is
s for N= and s for N=, survival rate > -%).

One-by-one Actuation In this scenario, all drones start landed at a random position.
Every TW seconds, one drone is commanded to fly vertically up to half the room’s height.
This way, its identity becomes evident and the risk of collision is really low (due to sensor
noise, hovering is not perfect and could lead to drones sporadically getting closer than d col ).
This explains the really high survival rate (% after s), as shown in yellow in the bottom
subfigure .a. Since we actuate the drones one by one, the average identification time is, as
expected, s (N ⋅ TW ).
IDrone’s Actuation In this scenario, all drones start landed at a random position and
are actuated according to the algorithm described in Sections ..-... The results are
displayed in green in Fig. .a. Note that because there are only  drones and the first  TW
intervals use the safety-based actuation stage described in Section .., the identification
time is slightly longer than the other two approaches (s). Nevertheless, it achieves %
survival rate, which was the objective of such stage.
Simulation
In order to analyze the effect of scaling up the swarm size, we use our simulation tool to
conduct more experiments. As we did in Figure ., we repeat the real-world experiments
with the same parameters and drone density at two different room sizes: xxm (Fig. .b)
and xxm (Fig. .c). Note how our simulator is able to closely predict the real-world
results (Fig. .b should match Fig. .a). Also note how, as the swarm size increases, the
benefit of IDrone’s actuation over one-by-one becomes stronger: the identification time is
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Figure 6.2: Identification accuracy (and time) and survival rate of different actuation mechanisms
for different number of drones (hence different drone densities) at a room size of xxm. Note how
our approach captures the best of both worlds: the identification time is almost as fast as random
motion, but the survival rate is even better than actuating one at a time (which, for high drone
densities, might incur in some accidental crashes while they are hovering).

s vs. s in Figure .c (N = ). Furthermore, IDrone achieves even higher survival rate
(% vs. %). This is due to the fact that one-by-one leaves the drones hovering at half the
ceiling height after they have been identified; on the other hand, IDrone lets them move
throughout the whole D volume of the room (instead of a D plane) so the probability of
collisions among drones is even lower.
To complete our scaling analysis of these actuation methods, we performed an experiment in which we varied the drone density (which, for a fixed room size, implies varying
the swarm size, N). The results are displayed in Figure ., where each subfigure (column)
represents each of the actuation approaches considered: random (.a), one-by-one (.b)
and IDrone’s (.c). Note how, as expected, one-by-one actuation is affected linearly with N
in terms of identification time, whereas random and IDrone’s only add one or two actuation
iterations of overhead when comparing a swarm of  to a swarm of  drones. Therefore,
IDrone can achieve a x improvement in identification time compared to the safe baseline
of one-by-one actuation (s vs. s) and a x improvement in survival rate compared to the
fast baseline of random actuation (% vs. %).

6.2

Improving object identification through an unsupervised multi-modal feature model update

Feature models describe a mapping between raw sensor data and some higher-level information, such as person identification from visual features. In physical sensing systems, it is


often very expensive –not necessarily in terms of money, but also time and labor efforts–
to collect and annotate sufficient data for the system to learn an accurate model. A big
benefit of collaborative multi-modal sensing systems is that their different modalities often
complement each other. This is also how humans and animals sense: for example, sometimes we can’t see something but we can hear, smell, taste or touch it. In a similar fashion,
this section describes how the physics-guided multi-modal sensing methodology can be
utilized to update the initial feature models as new, unlabeled data is observed. Section ..
first shows the system architecture and the physical insights that guide the visual model
update from confident kinematic object identity predictions. Then, Section .. discusses
how to update the kinematic model by leveraging visual information, which is easier to
obtain and more accurate for calibration.

6.2.1

Visual model update

In the framework depicted on Figure ., the Objects Visual Model contains feature information about each object to be identified, as well as environmental information like camera
extrinsics (position and rotation) if needed. While systems are generally pre-initialized
or calibrated during their setup, there are a few reasons why a model might need to get
fine-tuned over time. The main two reasons for a visual model update have to do with the
difficulty of collecting large and diverse amounts of labeled data for training; in particular,
the main two reasons are: changes in environmental conditions (e.g. different lighting than
the annotated images) and partial occlusions that the original model may not be robust to.
This section highlights how the framework and methodologies presented in this thesis
tackle the visual model update problem, by showing how it would apply to the autonomous
retail scenario described in Section .. Autonomous stores aim at reducing operating
costs and increasing convenience by having a collaborative multi-modal sensing system
automatically figure out each customer’s receipt. Therefore, object identification is needed
in order to determine which products they took. The richness and recent advancements in
processing techniques make vision a great source of information. However, collecting and
annotating data for each product under the unique –lighting, perspective, etc.– conditions
of each store could have a huge impact in the feasibility of large-scale vision solutions.
Fortunately, other sensing modalities, such as weight, can help these autonomous systems
fine-tune their pre-trained model over time and boost their performance in each target
store, significantly reducing the deployment efforts on new locations.
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(d)

Figure 6.3: An example of AutoTag in action: when other sensor modalities (e.g., weight) are very
confident about what item was picked but vision is not, AutoTag finds a bounding box of the object
and labels it so the visual model can be fine-tuned for the current environment via online learning.

This section focuses on two main contributions:
• The proposed system architecture for automatically adapting a visual classifier model

to each store, based on multi-modal sensing (e.g., load cells on shelves).
• A discussion on different approaches and challenges for frame selection and item

bounding-box estimation.
Figure . shows AutoTag’s system framework, which utilizes multi-modal sensing to
fine-tune, or adapt, a visual model to a specific deployment environment. In particular, we
focus on utilizing the weight and event location information to provide a domain-specific
item label for updating/re-training the visual model. Similar to the system architecture
utilized in Chapter  (Figure .), AutoTag’s pipeline is triggered when a weight change
is detected, which likely corresponds to an item pick-up or put-back. From that weight
change two features are extracted: the absolute weight change (used to compare against
the weight distribution of each product) and the spatial distribution of the weight (used to
predict location, which in turn leverages prior knowledge of item arrangement to make
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Figure 6.4: AutoTag system overview. Left (brown): Weight change- and Location-based item
identification pipeline. Right (red): Vision-based item bounding box annotation pipeline. Bottom
(blue): Domain-specific dataset generator, which allows the pre-trained visual product classifier
model to continuously adapt to the deployment environment, thanks to the other sensing modalities
(weight and item arrangement knowledge in this case).



its prediction). In parallel, the vision pipeline also tries to identify the item, and weightand vision- predictions are then fused to produce the final item prediction. However, as
discussed above, visual training data is sometimes collected in different conditions than
in the store –from a different perspective, distance, lighting, and so on. AutoTag targets
cases when the weight-based prediction is very confident about what item was picked, but
the cameras weren’t. In such situations, processing the camera frames could lead to new
training images that contain a very confident label (the output of weight-only identification)
and an object bounding-box (the output of AutoTag’s vision pipeline).
The vision pipeline computes human pose estimation and applies a background subtraction technique to discard pixels that did not move, which avoids annotating the remaining
objects on the shelf and those near the one that was picked. Using the geometric notion of
where cameras are in relation to the shelves, AutoTag detects the interacting hand (the one
closest to the weight change event location) and performs the Product Bounding Box Estimation. We display some preliminary results in Figure ., and below we discuss some of the
challenges future work needs to tackle, especially in this Product Bounding Box Estimation
module, such as successfully removing the customer’s arm, handling cases where users have
more than one item in their hand, etc. After estimating the tightest bounding box to the
object of interest, the last step in our vision pipeline is the Bounding Box Validation, which
consists in a series of sanity checks onto the generated bounding box, such as ensuring a
reasonable bounding box size, to reduce the likelihood of labeling incorrect training data.
Finally, after every block of Nth (with Nth ≥ ) new, autonomously annotated bounding
boxes are generated, the model can be updated using the regular training procedure (e.g.
Stochastic Gradient Descent) on the new dataset.
Preliminary results
Following the experiment setup, evaluation metrics and system parameters detailed in
Section ., we carried out additional experiments to help us understand the reasons
behind the .% identification error rate (reported on Figure .). After reviewing the
images we found that these results could easily be improved with AutoTag’s multi-modal
continuous learning approach. The main reason vision was not contributing enough (it
only achieves <% identification accuracy without fusion, see Figure .) has to do with
the huge difference in environmental conditions between the training (well-lit items on
white background) and target (blue-ish and darker) distributions.
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Figure 6.5: Challenges for AutoTag: in some perspectives, like (a), the model barely finds objects,
while this is not the case for some other views and lighting conditions such as (b). Also note how,
customers shopping normally might carry multiple items in their hand, which makes the Product
Bounding Box Estimation very challenging, i.e., which item was just picked? Mistakes might make
the model even worse by retraining on wrong labels or wrong bounding boxes.



Discussion and Challenges for Future Work
After carrying out additional experiments, this last subsection discusses potential solutions to improve the performance of visual classifiers with the assistance of other sensing
modalities, such as weight. In particular, it proposes three different approaches for the
Product Bounding Box Estimation module and discusses some of the challenges for multimodal continuous learning systems like AutoTag. Figure . highlights some of the current
limitations of visual models: perspective and lighting conditions have a big impact on
performance (for instance, a distant front view like .(a) barely finds any objects). This
indeed reinforces our motivation for AutoTag as an autonomous approach to adapt to a
particular environment. Furthermore, .(c) illustrates how challenging estimating an item’s
bounding box is in the real-world: customers might carry multiple items in their hands,
so how can we determine which object to label based on the weight prediction? This is
important because annotating the wrong object(s) would quickly degrade the performance
of the pre-trained model, instead of improving it.
We propose a few methods to find an item bounding box:
A) “Model-based”: relies on the existing visual model (or a generic segmentation model)
to recognize objects –although with low confidence or misclassified– in the scene;
then, the bounding box detected by such model could directly be used as the annotated
bounding box for training (with the corrected label from the kinematic sensors).
B) “Empirical”: within a circle with center at the wrist and radius the wrist–elbow
distance of the customer, find the biggest blob after the background subtraction and
select the tightest bounding box to enclose it.
C) “Hand”: combining “empirical” with a hand pose estimation model [, ], a more
accurate bounding box could be estimated by masking out the customer’s hand and
arm, and understanding what they just grabbed.
The easiest to implement is method A), since the pre-trained model would already
output bounding box proposals. However, it runs the risk of never learning if the model
never finds bounding boxes (as in Fig. .(a)). Method B) could help narrow down the
bounding box region by leveraging human pose information, however it would still fail in
the challenging cases like Fig. .(c). For those cases, perhaps an approach like method C),
which tries to understand the position of the fingers could help determine the right item to
annotate.
In addition, selecting which frame(s) to annotate may have an impact on the accuracy


boost gained by retraining the model. For instance, labeling all available frames might
increase the likelihood of selecting an incorrect bounding box or lead to overfitting, while
too few frames might require a very long time to improve performance. A solution could
involve defining some metric that determines the uniqueness of a given item view with
respect to the already available training dataset, and only appending a new image if the
perspective, lighting or occlusion level adds significant information to the model.
Overall, these implementation details are still an open problem but, leveraging the framework and methodologies presented along this thesis, future work will provide successful
answers to these challenges.

6.2.2 Kinematic model update
The Objects Kinematic Model in the framework depicted on Figure . contains kinematic
feature information about each object to be identified, as well as environmental information
like sensor location. For geophones (vibration sensors) in particular, there are additional
environmental parameters that might be necessary for many applications, such as the
location of obstacles and walls, the wave propagation velocity in the medium, and so on.
Though the reasons to update the kinematic model might be different from vision –which
was mostly affected by changes in lighting or perspective–, the procedure is similar: leverage
confident information from the other sensor modalities to update the initial model.
Different model parameters may rely on different features from the other modalities.
For instance, we may use foot position to fine-tune sensor location, but use face recognition
to update the identification model from someone’s floor vibration. Therefore, the definition
of confidence in the information from the other modalities needs to be parameter-specific
and needs to stem from a physical understanding of the phenomena being updated. As an
example of how the proposed framework and methodologies handle a kinematic model
update, this section focuses on the update of the sensor grouping (i.e., which sensors are
considered to be on the same floor structure) due to the discovery of an underground beam.
Figure . shows a diagram of the experiments carried out along one of the corridors
on campus, where  different subjects were asked to walk back and forth while  geophones
recorded the floor vibrations at different locations. Initially, we did not know there was a
structural beam –marked in red in the figure– between sensors  and , and were really
confused when we analyzed the results (shown in Figures . and .). By analyzing the
images of an existing security camera, fusion of visual features (human pose estimatation in
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Figure 6.6: Experiment setup for the kinematic model update. Blue circles represent geophones
(vibration sensors) with their sensor ID below and their (x, y) coordinates, in meters, above. Red
rectangles represent structural beams under the floor tiles we were unaware of until after the
experiments, which proves the usefulness of this collaborative multi-modal approach –it would be
really challenging to be certain that the observed signal effects (huge attenuation at sensors  and )
correspond to a beam at that location without the fusion of vibration with vision.

#4
#3
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Figure 6.7: Camera view during the kinematic model update experiments, with the human pose
estimation output [, ] overlaid. Thanks to the visual information, the kinematic model can
determine whether the decay in amplitude on sensors  and  is caused by the person walking
slower/doing other activities or by an environmental factor (i.e., a structural beam).
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Figure 6.8: Segment of  minutes of time-domain visual and kinematic signals while a subject walks
back and forth along the campus corridor  times. Note that though the subject walks by each of
the four sensors, the observed amplitudes of sensors  and  are much higher than sensors  and ,
which leads to poor footstep localization performance, and highlights the need for a model update.

order to track people’s ankles, as displayed in Figure .) with kinematic features (footstep
detection from floor vibration signals, as displayed in the orange boxes in Figure .) leads
to a better understanding of the sensor attenuation phenomena.
Figure . shows a  minute segment of time-domain data while one of our subjects
was walking back and forth along the corridor. The top subplot displays the detected ankle
locations (orange for left and red for right): the x values remain fairly constant in the center
of the aisle while the y values increase and decrease along the length of the corridor. On
the other hand, the bottom four subplots display the floor vibration measured by each
geophone. Even at this –zoomed out– scale, it can be observed that something is odd
about the signal amplitude detected by sensors  and  and that of sensors  and . The
problem with that discrepancy is that many existing methods rely on signal amplitude
or signal energy [, , ] for localization through floor vibration, and would therefore
perform poorly under these conditions. Some works have proposed a sensor grouping
solution [, ], where sensors on the same structure are grouped together and all other
sensors are ignored for localization, identification, and similar purposes. However, without
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Figure 6.9: Zoomed version of the data displayed in Figure . to highlight the amplitude and
energy trends on detected footsteps. Since vision provides localization information, the collaborative
multi-modal system can now be certain that the sudden drops in footstep amplitude (e.g., sensor 
at :) are due to a structural element and not a person stopping or walking slower.

the help of vision, and especially if only a subset of the sensors had been deployed, the
problem is very difficult to diagnose. For instance, in the last trace –i.e. set of steps walking
back and forth–, the person stops for a few seconds in front of a door next to sensor , reads
something, then resumes the walk. The vibration patterns during that realistic trace are not
clear enough to determine an accurate sensor grouping.
In order to observe the trend better, Figure . offers a zoomed version where only
one trace is shown. Overlaid in orange boxes are the detected footsteps using the -sigma
sliding window approach from []. Thanks to vision providing location “ground-truth”, the
system can determine the presence of a structural beam between sensors  and  that makes
the floor oscillate with much lower amplitude at their location than at sensors  and ’s
location, which are near the middle of a structure delimited by two beams and therefore
observe much larger swings. Another sign to help update the kinematic model with a
correct sensor grouping –separating sensors (, ) from (, )– is the fact that geophones not
affected by a nearby beam (i.e., sensors  and ) show a clear increasing and decreasing peak


amplitude trend on detected footsteps (e.g., sensor  from : to :); however, geophones
near a change of structure (i.e., sensors  and ) only increase or decrease –depending on
the walking direction– and observe a sharp change once the footsteps enter or leave their
structure. The clearest example is sensor  from : to :, where footstep energy slowly
increases and then suddenly drops.
Fusing vibration with vision can help estimate not only sensor grouping, but also initialize or fine-tune each sensor’s location, learn a structure-specific person identification model
in an unsupervised manner, or even help keep wireless sensors synchronized by correlating
events in the real world with their location and time. In conclusion, the framework and
methodologies presented along this thesis allow for autonomous updates of the underlying
parameters of each modality’s feature extraction by modeling the physical interconnections
or overlap of the different magnitudes. That way, even at high device densities, manual labor
and pre-calibration can be reduced or even completely avoided, to enable high accuracy
object identity association through different sensing modalities.

6.3

Related Work

Data quality improvement is a fundamental topic many researchers constantly face, and
challenges range from reducing the noise in sensor measurements all the way to yielding
more accurate outputs. In this chapter, we focused on two particular data quality improvement directions: leveraging actuation to facilitate the sensing task and utilizing existing
knowledge to guide future decisions.
Utilizing actuation to facilitate or improve the sensing task is a common approach in
many fields, especially in Civil Engineering where it is generally difficult to evaluate structure
damage at different points, and repairing or rebuilding it can be extremely expensive, while
loss of lives are at risk. For instance, cars driving by [] or vibration sensors embedded
below the surface have been used for structure health monitoring (SHM) of bridges [, ].
Similarly, trains have been used to monitor the state of the tracks [] and building vibrations
caused by nearby traffic to monitor the state of the building [, ]. Another scenario
that leverages actuation to obtain rich information is natural disaster analysis, where the
earthquake response of a building can be used to estimate its damage [, ] better than a
post-earthquake inspection.
On the other hand, utilizing existing knowledge to guide future decisions is the main


goal of online learning [, ] and transfer learning []. These techniques, used in many
fields ranging from robotics [, ] to social interactions understanding [], provide a
mathematical optimization framework to learn an unknown or subsampled target distribution. Recently, some works have focused on introducing physical insights, similar to the
works presented in this chapter, to further guide, speed-up and outperform existing learning
approaches. For example, information learned from floor vibrations on one structure can
be transferred to other unseen structures in an unsupervised manner by leveraging physical
properties about the structures [, , ] or the people walking on them [].

6.4

Chapter Summary

Object identification performance is bounded by the ‘quality’ of the input data –in a broad
sense– even when accurate physical models are used, i.e., how distinctive each target is
perceived through the different sensing modalities and the ability for each modality’s physical model to capture relevant features also plays a big role in the final identity association
output. For instance, if properties about the targets motion are utilized for feature extraction
but all targets move the same way, the system might never be able to determine the identity
of each target, even with noise-free sensors and complex physical models.
In this chapter I introduced an actuation feedback mechanism to speed up the identification process by suggesting each target to move in specific patterns. Such patterns are
chosen based on two principles: ) groups of targets whose features are the most similar
should move as different as possible –so they can be distinguished quickly–; and ) even
under ID uncertainty –the system isn’t sure who will execute each instruction–, commands
shouldn’t break some safety constraints (e.g. for drone targets, they shouldn’t get closer
to a wall than a specific threshold). Through simulation and real-world experiments, this
approach showed it can identify  drones in only s with an average survival rate of %, a
× improvement in identification time compared to the safe baseline and a × improvement
in survival rate compared to the fast baseline.
Furthermore, multiple sensing modalities can collaborate and learn from each other
when one’s confidence is much lower than others. When that happens, they can improve the
quality of their physical model to enable more accurate feature extraction –and therefore
overall identification– on future events. For instance, visual object detection models are
generally sensitive to environmental conditions such as lighting. When visual feature


extraction is uncertain, e.g. when the conditions at run time are different from those at
train time, other sensing modalities can assist and provide additional information to update
the model parameters. In this thesis I explored both directions: kinematic sensors assisting
vision to help overcome occlusion or varying lighting conditions, as well as vision assisting
kinematic sensors to automatically group sets of sensors on the same physical structure.



Chapter 7
Future Work
This thesis introduces a framework and a set of physics-guided multi-modal sensing methodologies which leverage intrinsic physical characteristics of target objects in order to link
their identities from different sensing modalities, overcoming limitations of manual and
data-driven identity association approaches. I have thoroughly described the common underlying challenges of collaborative multi-modal object identification and covered in depth
how the proposed framework handles several multi-modal sensor combinations including
D vision, D vision, inertial, weight and vibration sensors. While no changes to the framework are required, identifying objects through different pairs of sensing modalities might
involve extracting a different set of physical features. This chapter discusses what physical
characteristics the most common IoT sensing modalities are best at capturing, along with a
matrix detailing shared features that could lead to successful object identification for each
pair of these sensing modalities.
When approaching object identification through a given set of sensing modalities it is
important to first understand the strengths and weaknesses of each modality in extracting
useful physical characteristics that can be used to identify the targets. Table . focuses on
overall physical properties that future work could utilize for collaborative multi-modal
object identification using common IoT sensing modalities.
Leveraging the strengths of each modality, we have already seen in this thesis how the
proposed framework can be used for modalities with (Chapter ) and without (Chapter )
feature space overlap. Table . highlights the set of physical characteristics from the target
objects that future work could focus on for collaborative multi-modal identification. In
essence, the key lies in finding relationships between the different physical measurements


Sensing modality Target physical characteristics
Vision Cameras, depth sensors, and other vision sensors capture high
amounts of spatial information that can be useful for identification.
Besides motion or trajectory tracking, object appearance can help
estimate additional characteristics, such as humidity or temperature based on color shifts. Furthermore, additional context like activity recognition can help reduce the search space.
Inertial Accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers capture a wide
range of motion features, such as acceleration, orientation, relative
position. Additional processing of sensor data can extract relevant
insights like activity recognition, event (e.g. footstep) detection...
RF Besides wireless communications, radios can be utilized to estimate extensive physical characteristics about objects. By monitoring changes in received power as well as in wave properties like reflection and dispersion, features about objects composition, shape,
orientation, position, temperature or humidity can be extracted.
Sound Microphones capture a rich set of contextual information. Besides
trajectory tracking using Doppler and wave attenuation, the search
space can be further reduced by leveraging additional insights like
speech recognition, activity recognition or material identification
(e.g. different materials sound different when they strike a surface).
Vibration Similar to sound in many aspects, geophones can capture a wide
range of information through structural vibration analysis. Despite
the added challenge of the dispersive nature of structures like floors
or walls, the high frequency of interactions between objects and
these structures makes this a great modality to explore for multimodal identification. Object weight, size, stiffness or orientation
cause different vibration patterns, which can lead to identification.
Pressure Weight sensors measure the force applied onto a surface. Besides the
weight difference caused by placing an object on the surface, monitoring signal changes over time can also capture surface vibrations
and can therefore provide extra contextual information such as center of mass, material, acceleration (lifting the object quicker would
trigger a faster baseline shift and longer resonance settlement).
Air quality Besides air pollution concentration levels (e.g. PM2.5 ), air quality
sensors also measure temperature and humidity, which in combination with trajectory information could help identify the targets.
Table 7.1: Physical characteristics which common IoT sensing modalities are good at capturing.



each sensor perceives about an object. For instance, the amplitude and Doppler shift of
a moving sound source (e.g. a person walking) can be used to estimate its motion and
will be correlated with the trajectory perceived by floor vibration sensors, pressure pads
or cameras. Alternatively, the warm and humid air released by people’s respiration can be
detected through air quality sensors (humidity) and RF (wave propagation will be affected
by the extra reflections, refractions and changes of medium).
While trajectory information and shared features can be utilized to narrow down the
search space, it is also particularly interesting for future work to study what I call derivative
modalities, i.e. a separate feature space that can’t be measured by either single modality alone
but that can be computed if information from all modalities is available. For example, people
could be identified through the stiffness of their shoes, which varies across shoe types (e.g.
boots, snickers, high-heels, flip-flops...) and models/brands. Neither pressure nor vibration
sensors alone can measure shoe stiffness, however it can be computed from the ratio between
footstep pressure (weight) and the footstep-induced vibration amplitude (normalized by the
distance to the sensor). This indirect type of relationship shows potential to provide accurate
identification for modalities without feature space overlap, as in the –small– cases where
none of the IoT devices in play have at least one sensor whose collaborative identification
has already been explored.

Vision
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Vibration

Pressure

Air quality
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Index

Physical characteristics of target objects

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Position/Trajectory
Acceleration
Orientation
Material (appearance, composition, stiﬀness...)
Weight
Temperature
Humidity

1,6,7

Table 7.2: Matrix showing which target physical characteristics different pairs of common IoT
sensing modalities should focus on for collaborative multi-modal object identification.





Chapter 8
Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis presents a framework for collaborative object identification in
multi-modal IoT systems. This provides the interconnected IoT devices with the tools to
aggregate their different sensor data and determine which features correspond to observations of the same physical source. The main challenges come from ) extracting common
features about the targets through different sensing modalities, ) combining multi-modal
information in different feature spaces, and ) overcoming low data quality due to target
similarity, occlusions or varying noise conditions.
To address these challenges, the thesis introduces a set of physics-guided multi-modal
sensing methodologies, where modeling the physical characteristics of the target objects and
their interactions with the environment leads to high accuracy identity association even in
fully unconstrained applications. The proposed methodologies, which target the common
underlying challenges of collaborative multi-modal object identification summarized above,
are demonstrated by focusing on a collaborative multi-modal object identification solution
through kinematic and vision sensing, the most prevalent sensing modalities in the IoT
ecosystem. For shared feature extraction, we show how to model the motion of target
objects and extract different physical motion characteristics (e.g. acceleration, orientation)
depending on the application requirements, hardware limitations or noise/occlusion level.
When the available sensing modalities cannot observe a common feature space, physical
understanding of the environment with which objects interact –e.g. people mostly grab
objects with their hands– can further constrain the search space and lead to successful
feature fusion. Furthermore, low data quality can be overcome by inducing the targets to
move in unique patterns or by leveraging one modality’s high confidence predictions to


guide the learning of the other modalities.
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